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HYPERGRAPH CUTS WITH GENERAL SPLITTING FUNCTIONS ∗
NATE VELDT† , AUSTIN R. BENSON‡ , AND JON KLEINBERG§
Abstract. The minimum s-t cut problem in graphs is one of the most fundamental problems
in combinatorial optimization, and graph cuts underlie algorithms throughout discrete mathematics,
theoretical computer science, operations research, and data science. While graphs are a standard
model for pairwise relationships, hypergraphs provide the flexibility to model multi-way relationships,
and are now a standard model for complex data and systems. However, when generalizing from graphs
to hypergraphs, the notion of a “cut hyperedge” is less clear, as a hyperedge’s nodes can be split
in several ways. Here, we develop a framework for hypergraph cuts by considering the problem of
separating two terminal nodes in a hypergraph in a way that minimizes a sum of penalties at split
hyperedges. In our setup, different ways of splitting the same hyperedge have different penalties,
and the penalty is encoded by what we call a splitting function.
Our framework opens a rich space on the foundations of hypergraph cuts. We first identify a nat-
ural class of cardinality-based hyperedge splitting functions that depend only on the number of nodes
on each side of the split. In this case, we show that the general hypergraph s-t cut problem can be
reduced to a tractable graph s-t cut problem if and only if the splitting functions are submodular. We
also identify a wide regime of non-submodular splitting functions for which the problem is NP-hard.
We also analyze extensions to multiway cuts with at least three terminal nodes and identify a natural
class of splitting functions for which the problem can be reduced in an approximation-preserving way
to the node-weighted multiway cut problem in graphs, again subject to a submodularity property.
Finally, we outline several open questions on general hypergraph cut problems.
Key words. Hypergraph cuts, minimum s-t cut, submodular functions, multiway cut
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1. Introduction. Graphs have long been a popular model for analyzing systems
of interconnected objects [5, 15, 29, 73]. A standard primitive in graph analysis is the
concept of a cut edge, i.e., an edge whose two endpoints are separated, in any task
that involves arranging the nodes of a graph into different subsets or clusters. One of
the most fundamental problems in graph theory and combinatorial optimization is the
minimum s-t cut problem, which seeks a minimum weight set of edges to cut in order
to separate two distinguished nodes (s and t) from each other in a graph. The dual of
finding a minimum s-t cut is the well-known maximum s-t flow problem, which seeks
to route a maximum amount of flow along edges from s to t, subject to edge capacity
and conservation of flow constraints. Classical methods for finding minimum cuts and
maximum flows [28, 30, 35, 40] are included in numerous textbooks in mathematics,
operations research, and computer science, and are considered standard material for
nearly any course on algorithms. There is a long history in algorithm design that
continues into modern times, which includes both exact algorithms [64, 78] and various
fast solver approaches for computing approximate solutions [62, 79, 86]. In data
science, maximum flows and minimum cuts are extensively used as subroutines in a
variety of machine learning and clustering algorithms [7, 16, 17, 48, 66, 76, 91].
While graphs provide a useful way to model pairwise relationships, many complex
systems and datasets are characterized by higher-order relationships that are better
modeled by hypergraphs [13, 33, 65, 80, 84]. For example, in scientific computing,
nodes may represent rows in a sparse matrix and hyperedges encode the nonzero pat-
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terns of each column [9]. In machine learning classification tasks, a hyperedge can
represent evidence that a set of objects in a dataset belongs to the same cluster or
should all be associated with the same label [98, 93]. And in VLSI layout and circuit
design, nodes and hyperedges model transistors and signals in digital circuits [6, 67].
Higher-order relationships are also inherent in nature and society, and hypergraphs
model multi-way relationships between organisms in food webs [14, 68], human dy-
namics and behavior [12, 72], and various joint biological interactions [10, 70, 88].
Because hyperedges may contain more than two nodes, the definition of a cut
hyperedge is much more nuanced than that of a cut edge. In this manuscript, we
explore broad notions of what it means to cut or split a hyperedge, along with when
and how hypergraph cut problems can be minimized efficiently in practice. Along
the way, we develop our computational framework to characterize the computational
complexity of the hypergraph s-t cut problem under these generalized definitions,
unify a number of seemingly disparate techniques for solving hypergraph cut problems
via graph reductions, and derive a number of open questions. Given the importance of
the minimum s-t cut problem, we hope that our framework will bring substantial value
for research and applications using higher-order models and data. We next provide
additional background and preview our ideas in the context of previous research.
1.1. Hypergraph Cut Problems. Due to broad modeling capability, hyper-
graph generalizations of numerous graph cut objectives are applied in practice [2, 14,
22, 24, 67, 98]. Hypergraph cut problems are based on minimizing the sum of non-
negative penalties at hyperedges, where the penalty at each hyperedge is determined
by how the hyperedge’s constituent nodes are split. The standard penalty function is
all-or-nothing, which assigns a penalty of zero if the nodes are all together, but assigns
a penalty equal to the weight of the hyperedge if the nodes are split or arranged in any
other way. This all-or-nothing penalty function is one natural generalization of the
cut function in graphs, since in graphs there is only one possible nonzero cut penalty
for an edge, based on whether two nodes of an edge are separated or placed together.
Specifically for the minimum s-t cut problem, Lawler proved nearly half a cen-
tury ago that hypergraph problems under the all-or-nothing penalty function can
be solved in polynomial time via reduction to a minimum s-t cut problem in a di-
rected graph [67]. Lawler’s results, along with many other advances in algorithms
for hypergraph cut problems, have been widely applied to VLSI layout and circuit
design [45, 46, 59, 90, 95], scientific computing applications such as sparse matrix
partitioning [3, 4, 9, 19, 20, 21, 61, 89], and computer vision problems such as image
or video segmentation [2, 42, 52, 63, 74, 81]. Hypergraph cut problems also arise in
a variety of other applications, including semi-supervised learning [47, 98], consensus
clustering [96], document clustering [50], and bioinformatics [70, 87].
1.2. Hyperedge Splitting Functions. The number of ways to split an r-node
hyperedge is exponential in r, even in the case of only two clusters. In our work, we
formally define the notion of a hyperedge splitting function, which assigns a penalty
to each configuration of a hyperedge’s nodes. Despite there being an exponential
number of ways to split a hyperedge, nearly all previous work on hypergraph cut
problems focuses on the all-or-nothing splitting function. In practical applications,
however, we would expect there to be a significant difference between distinct ways
of splitting a hyperedge. Consider, for example, a hypergraph-based classification or
clustering task in which hyperedges represent evidence that a certain set of nodes
should be clustered together or classified in the same way. If a large hyperedge is split
in such a way that all nodes but one are placed in the same cluster, this assignment
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would mostly agree with the implicit evidence that all nodes should be clustered
together. However, if an all-or-nothing splitting function is applied, such a clustering
would be penalized just as strongly as splitting the hyperedge into two equal-sized
groups, or even placing each node in a distinct cluster. As another example, consider
a scientific computing application in which nodes represent data objects (e.g., nonzero
row entries in a column of a sparse matrix), and hyperedges indicate computational
tasks that rely on subsets of data blocks (e.g., operations for sparse matrix or sparse
vector multiplication). If clustering the hypergraph corresponds to partitioning the
data and the computational workload among computer processors, a cut hyperedge
represents a need for communication between processors. Separating a hyperedge
across multiple processors would naturally lead to a higher communication cost than
if all but a few nodes in the hyperedge were contained in the same cluster. For
this reason, minimizing an all-or-nothing splitting function does not map well to the
ultimate goal of minimizing communication in parallel computations.
Despite these and other motivating examples, the existing literature on hyper-
graph cut problems with splitting functions that are not all-or-nothing is small and
fragmented. Within hypergraph partitioning, there are a few other penalty functions
designed specifically for multiway splittings, i.e., penalties that are applied when a
hyperedge is split into two or more clusters. These include the absorption [92], the
sum of external degrees [6, 60, 96], the K − 1 cut [41], and the discount cut [96], all
of which can be viewed as multiway splitting functions that assign penalties based on
the number of clusters spanned by a hyperedge. However, aside from the discount
cut, these splitting functions do not consider how many nodes of a hyperedge are in
each cluster, and they reduce to the all-or-nothing function when only two clusters
are formed. Unrelated to these, Li and Milenkovic introduced the very general notion
of inhomogenous hypergraph clustering [68] and later considered the special case of
submodular hypergraph clustering [69]. For both problems, a different penalty can be
associated with each possible bipartition of a hypergedge. In the most general setting,
this means the number of penalties for splitting a hyperedge can be exponential in
the hyperedge size. Their analysis is restricted to the case where only two clusters are
formed, and their primary focus is to develop approximation algorithms for NP-hard
ratio-cut objectives, by approximating the hypergraph with a graph. Meanwhile, for
the minimum s-t cut problem, although a polynomial time algorithm for the all-or-
nothing splitting function has been known since the work of Lawler [67], there are no
known complexity results for solving the problem under other splitting functions.
1.3. Graph Reduction Techniques. A common approach for solving hyper-
graph cut problems is to first reduce the hypergraph to a graph problem by expanding
each hyperedge into a small graph. After concatenating expanded hyperedges into a
larger graph, a standard graph algorithm can be applied. By far the most popular ex-
pansion techniques are the clique expansion [1, 14, 45, 46, 98, 68, 90, 99] and the star
expansion [1, 48, 49, 99]. As their names imply, these operate by replacing each hyper-
edge with a small (possibly weighted) clique or star graph. These two expansions are
frequently used in hypergraph learning and hypergraph partitioning [1, 2, 47, 51, 98].
However, in nearly all cases, the graphs obtained by applying existing hyperedge ex-
pansion techniques only approximately model the original hypergraph in terms of
cut properties. In fact, Ihler et al. showed that a class of expansion techniques that
includes the star and the clique expansion cannot exactly model the all-or-nothing
splitting function, even when additional auxiliary vertices are used [54].
These results may tempt one to conclude that representing hypergraph cut prob-
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lems as graph cut problems is bound to fail. However, Lawler’s expansion technique
for exactly solving the all-or-nothing hypergraph s-t cut problem proves that this is
not the case [67]. The reason is that Lawler’s approach converts hyperedges into a
directed graph on a larger vertex set, whereas Ihler et al. restrict to hyperedge expan-
sions involving only undirected edges and auxiliary nodes. Lawler’s polynomial time
solution for the all-or-nothing hypergraph s-t cut problem leads to several fundamen-
tal open questions. Is there a broader class of hyperedge expansion techniques that
can exactly model hypergraph cut problems via graph reduction? Given the “easy”
solution for the all-or-nothing hypergraph s-t cut problem, are there polynomial time
solutions when we consider more general splitting functions? Is the problem ever in
fact hard to solve, or impossible to represent as a graph? Finally, what can we say
about multiterminal generalizations of the hypergraph s-t cut objective?
1.4. Our contributions. This paper undertakes a systematic study of the hy-
pergraph minimum s-t cut problem for general hyperedge splitting functions. Our
work includes broad contributions at the intersection of graph theory, optimization,
scientific computing, and other subdisciplines in applied mathematics. We identify
new polynomial time algorithms for certain variants of the hypergraph s-t cut problem
and NP-hardness results for others. We also provide a new set of tools for modeling
and analyzing higher-order interactions, which we expect will be broadly useful for
machine learning and data mining applications. More specifically, we present a uni-
fied framework for exactly modeling hypergraph cut problems via standard graph cut
problems. Our results on multiway generalizations of the hypergraph s-t cut problem
are also closely related to previous results from the theory and discrete algorithms
community on multiway cut and hypergraph labeling problems. Finally, our frame-
work also leads to several new clear-cut complexity questions in discrete algorithms
and theoretical computer science. We summarize our main contributions and outline
the remainder of our paper below.
Cardinality-Based Splitting Functions. We analyze a natural class of hyper-
edge splitting functions that we call cardinality-based. These assign penalties based
only on the number of nodes of a hyperedge that are placed on either side of a two-
way split. Cardinality-based functions are particularly relevant given that in most
applications, a node’s name or identity is not expected to affect the overall qual-
ity of a cut. Nearly all splitting functions used in practice are either cardinality-
based, or can be viewed as multiway generalizations of a cardinality-based func-
tion [6, 41, 60, 69, 92, 96].
Figure 1 shows how different cardinality-based splitting functions lead to different
optimal solutions for the hypergraph minimum s-t cut problem on a toy 4-uniform
hypergraph. In Section 4.5, we conduct related experiments on hypergraphs construc-
ted from real data, where nodes represent tags used in an online mathematics forum,
and hyperedges represent sets of tags used in the same post. Figure 2 previews these
results and shows the Jaccard similarity between the all-or-nothing s-t cut solution
and the solution to s-t cut problems with different cardinality-based splitting func-
tions. The changes in similarity show that different splitting functions can lead to a
range of different types of solutions for the hypergraph s-t cut problem in practice.
Positive results via graph reduction. One of our primary contributions is a
generalized framework for hyperedge expansion techniques, which enables us to com-
pletely characterize which cardinality-based hypergraph s-t cut problems can be solved
via reduction to a graph s-t cut problem. Specifically, we show that for cardinality-
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(a) w2 = 0.5 solution
s
t
(b) w2 = 1.5 solution
s
t
(c) w2 = 2.5 solution
Fig. 1. For four-node hyperedges, cardinality-based splitting functions assign a penalty of w1
if one node is separated from the other three, and a penalty of w2 if the hyperedge has a 2-2 split.
Here we show the minimum s-t cut solution on a small hypergraph when w1 = 1 is fixed and w2
takes on three different values. Grey indicates uncut hyperedges, blue indicates 2-2 splits, and green
indicates 1-3 splits. Solutions for w2 ∈ {0.5, 1.5} are unique; for w2 = 2.5 we illustrate a solution
with a minimum number of source-side nodes. Among other results, we prove that for 4-uniform
hypergraphs, this problem is NP-hard for case (a) (w2 < w1, Theorem 5.1), is tractable for case (b)
(w2 ∈ [w1, 2w1], Theorem 4.6), and has unknown complexity in case (c) (w2 > 2w1, Figure 13a).
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(b) Jaccard similarity scores
Fig. 2. Our new techniques enable us to find minimum s-t cuts of a real-world hypergraph under
generalized notions of hypergraph cuts. The hypergraph here is constructed from questions posted
in an online math forum (https:// math.stackexchange.com/ ). Each node is a tag for a math term
(e.g., “logic”, “combinatorics”), and hyperedges represent 2 to 5 tags from a single post. (a) All
hyperedges in the dataset that have four nodes and contain the tag “hypergraphs.” Many overlap
and all but one also contain the “graph-theory” tag. (b) For cardinality-based splitting functions,
separating one node by itself costs w1 = 1 and splits with two nodes together have penalty w2. There
are substantial changes in the Jaccard similarity between the solution for the problem under the
standard all-or-nothing splitting function (w2 = w1 = 1) and the solution for the problem when
w2 > 1. Section 4.5 has more details on these experiments.
based splitting functions, the hypergraph s-t cut problem is reducible to a graph s-t
cut problem if and only if the splitting functions are submodular.
NP-hard regimes for hypergraph s-t cuts. Next we identify a large class of
cardinality-based s-t cut problems outside the submodular region for which the s-t cut
problem is NP-hard to solve. This is somewhat surprising, given that the hypergraph
s-t cut problem has been viewed as an “easy” problem since the work of Lawler [67],
but again, Lawler only considered the all-or-nothing splitting function. At the same
time, we give a simple example of a cardinality-based splitting function outside the
submodular region for which the problem is still tractable, even if not graph reducible.
This rules out the possibility that tractability is exactly determined by submodularity
of splitting functions and leads to a number of interesting open questions on the limits
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between tractable and intractable instances of the hypergraph s-t cut problem. We
also show that there are variants of the problem that are NP-hard to approximate to
within any multiplicative factor.
Generalizations to multiway hypergraph cuts. Finally, we consider exten-
sions to the multiterminal case, where the goal is to form a k-clustering of a hyper-
graph so that k distinguished terminal nodes are all separated from each other. This
problem is NP-hard to optimize for k > 2 even in the graph setting [26]. However, by
generalizing our hyperedge expansion techniques, we prove that for a multiway gen-
eralization of submodular cardinality-based splitting functions, the hypergraph mul-
tiway cut problem can be modeled by a node-weighted multiway graph cut problem.
Thus, we can apply existing approximation algorithms for the latter problem [38]. We
also show a special case of hypergraph multiway cut that is NP-hard to approximate.
2. Preliminaries and Additional Related Work. We present several tech-
nical preliminaries and related work on graph and hypergraph cut problems. Our
work also shares many connections with minimizing submodular functions; we give
an overview of relevant related work in Section 2.3.
2.1. Graph Cut Problems. Let G = (V,E) be a weighted and possibly di-
rected graph. A partition of a graph, which we will also call a clustering, is a sepa-
ration of its nodes into clusters {V1, V2, . . . , Vk} such that Vi ∩ Vj = ∅ if i 6= j, and⋃k
i=1 Vi = V . A bipartition is simply a partition with two clusters, corresponding to
a set S ⊂ V and its complement S¯ = V \S. For an edge (i, j) ∈ E, let wij denote the
(nonnegative) weight of the edge. Given any two node sets S ⊂ V and T ⊂ V , we
define the cut between S and T to be
cut(S, T ) =
∑
u∈S
∑
v∈T
wuv .
Note that if the graph is undirected, cut(S, T ) = cut(T, S), though this need not be
the case for directed graphs. A single edge is said to be cut by S if only one of its
endpoints is in S. This is associated with a penalty equal to the edge’s weight. In this
way, every set of nodes S ⊂ V is associated with a cut score, obtained by summing
the weight of edges crossing between S and its complement:
cut(S) = cut(S, S¯) =
∑
i∈S,j∈S¯
wij .
Minimum cuts and maximum flows. If we identify two special terminal nodes
s and t in V (called the source and sink respectively), then the minimum s-t cut
problem is the task of removing a minimum-weight set of edges in E so that there are
no paths from s to t. Formally, this can be written:
(2.1)
minimizeS⊂V cut(S, S¯)
subject to s ∈ S, t ∈ S¯.
There is a subtle but important difference between minimizing this objective over
directed or undirected graphs. In undirected graphs, if set S contains the source s,
the cut penalty includes any edges with one endpoint in S and the other in S¯. The
directed minimum s-t cut problem is equivalent to removing a minimum weight set
of edges so that there is no directed path from s to t. Thus, we do not incur penalties
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for edges crossing from S¯ to S, regardless of their weight. This distinction will be
important for our results on reducing hypergraph cut problems to graph cut problems.
The dual of finding a minimum s-t cut in a graph is the well-known maximum
s-t flow problem. Classical algorithms for computing maximum s-t flows are among
the most well-known combinatorial graph algorithms [28, 30, 35, 40], and there is an
extensive body of research dedicated to finding improved flow algorithms [62, 64, 78,
79, 86]. Although minimum s-t cuts and maximum s-t flows are intimately related, all
of our results can be understood entirely in terms of cuts, so we focus on a cut-based
view in the remainder of the paper.
The multiway cut problem. The multiway cut problem is a generalization of
the undirected minimum s-t cut problem in graphs. An input of the problem is a
graph G = (V,E) along with a set of k > 2 terminal nodes {t1, t2, . . . , tk} ⊂ V . The
goal is to find a k-clustering {V1, V2, . . . , Vk} of V , with ti ∈ Vi for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k},
such that the total weight of edges crossing between different clusters is minimized.
The problem is NP-hard when k ≥ 3, but can be approximated to within a factor
2(1− 1k ) by combining results from solving k minimum s-t cut problems [26]. There
are several generalizations of the problem, with many relating to hypergraphs [23, 24,
32, 38, 75, 85, 97], and we consider these in greater depth in Section 6.
2.2. Hypergraph Cut Problems. LetH = (V,E) denote a hypergraph, where
e ∈ E is a hyperedge, i.e., a set of (possibly more than two) vertices from V , that may
be associated with a weight we. Although there are directed notions of hypergraphs,
we restrict our attention to undirected hypergraphs. For a bipartition {S, S¯} of V , a
hyperedge e is cut if it has at least one node in both S and S¯. We represent the set
of cut hyperedges by
(2.2) ∂S = {e ∈ E : e ∩ S 6= ∅ and e ∩ S¯ 6= ∅}.
A simple and widely-studied hypergraph generalization of the graph cut is the sum
of weights of cut hyperedges, which we refer to as the all-or-nothing cut function:
(2.3) all-or-nothing(S) =
∑
e∈∂S
we.
However, this is only one among many cut functions that may be reasonable to min-
imize when solving cut-based hypergraph problems.
Hypergraph s-t cuts. Lawler was the first to introduce a hypergraph gener-
alization of the s-t cut problem [67]. Given an undirected hypergraph H, Lawler
considered how to find a minimum weight set of hyperedges to remove in order to
separate two terminal nodes s and t. In other words, the all-or-nothing cut (2.3) is
the penalty associated with any bipartition. Lawler showed that this problem can be
solved in polynomial time by converting the problem into a graph s-t cut problem in
a directed graph on a larger set of vertices. We explain the reduction in depth when
we consider various graph reduction techniques in Section 4. Liu and Wong later
presented a simplification of this graph reduction [53], which was further simplified
by Heuer et al. [48]. Both results also apply to the all-or-nothing cut penalty.
2.3. Submodular Function Minimization. Cut functions in graphs, and in
turn the all-or-nothing hypergraph cut function (2.3), are well-known special cases of
submodular functions [25]. Given a universe set Ω, a set function f is defined to be
submodular if for all sets A ⊂ Ω and B ⊂ Ω, it satisfies the following property:
(2.4) f(A ∩B) + f(A ∪B) ≤ f(A) + f(B).
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Gro¨tschel et al. gave the first polynomial time and strongly polynomial time algo-
rithms for minimizing general submodular functions [43, 44], and later work developed
improved algorithms [55, 56, 77, 83].
The minimum s-t cut problem on a graph G = (V,E) can be cast as a special
case of submodular function minimization by defining
f : S ⊂ V \{s, t} → R
f(S) = cut(S ∪ {s}) .
An analogous approach can cast the all-or-nothing hypergraph s-t cut problem as sub-
modular minimization. Minimizing general submodular functions is a much broader
problem than minimizing cut functions over graphs and hypergraphs, and therefore
algorithms for the latter are much more efficient than general ones for submodular
minimization. For this reason, there is a significant body of research on identifying set
functions that can be represented or at least approximated by graph or hypergraph
cut problems [25, 27, 36, 57, 68, 94]. Submodularity and graph representability both
play a central role in our results on minimizing generalized hypergraph cut functions.
3. Technical Framework. We now define our technical framework for solving
hypergraph s-t cut problems under generalized notions of cuts. We first formalize
the concept of hypergraph splitting functions, which assign cut penalties to different
arrangements of nodes in a hyperedge. After, we motivate and analyze a natural class
of cardinality-based splitting functions and later generalize to asymmetric hypergraph
cuts (Section 4.6) and multiway splitting functions (Section 6). Some of our notation
and definitions are inspired by a model for inhomogeneous hypergraph cuts, where
different “splits” of a hyperedge are approximated by weighted graph cuts on the
same set of nodes [68]. Our focus is on the computational complexity of generalized
hypergraph s-t and multiway cut problems, as well as algorithms for solving them.
3.1. Hypergraph Splitting Functions. Let H = (V,E) denote a hypergraph
where V = {v1, . . . , vn} is a set of vertices and each hyperedge e ∈ E corresponds
to a subset of V of arbitrary size. A hyperedge is cut if it spans more than one
cluster in a partition of V . In graphs, there is no meaningful difference between the
inherent weight of an edge and the cut penalty associated with separating its two
nodes. However, in order to accommodate generalized cut penalties in hypergraphs,
we define a hypergraph splitting function that maps each possible configuration of a
hyperedge to a nonnegative splitting penalty.
Definition 3.1. For each e ∈ E, let 2e denote the power set of e. A hyperedge
splitting function on e is any function we : 2
e → R satisfying
(Non-negativity) we(S) ≥ 0 for all S ⊂ e.(3.1)
(Symmetry) we(S) = we(e\S) for all S ⊂ e.(3.2)
(Non-split ignoring) we(e) = we(∅) = 0.(3.3)
In principle these requirements could be relaxed to obtain even broader generalizations
of hypergraph cut problems. However, for the minimization problems we consider, it is
most natural to only penalize cut hyperedges (Property (3.3)), and avoid minimizing
negative scores (Property (3.1)), as these would not truly correspond to penalties.
Property (3.2) generalizes the fact that in undirected graphs, permuting the location
of two nodes in a cut edge does not change the cut penalty. In Section 4.6, we will
relax this requirement in order to consider an asymmetric version of the hypergraph
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s-t cut problem. However, unless we explicitly state otherwise, the term splitting
function always refers to a symmetric function.
We will pay special attention to two classes of splitting functions. The first class
is submodular splitting functions, which for all S1, S2 ∈ 2e satisfy
(3.4) we(S1) + we(S2) ≥ we(S1 ∩ S2) + we(S1 ∪ S2).
Submodular splitting functions are a more restricted class that can still encode nat-
ural structural properties for clustering applications. Even so, in the most general
setting, a submodular splitting function is parameterized by 2r−1 − 1 different pen-
alty scores for an r-node hyperedge, which is the same number of scores needed to
define a general splitting function. The reason is that submodular splitting functions
are not necessarily anonymous, in the sense that a node’s name or identity may affect
the splitting penalty. In constrast, many clustering applications do not place a spe-
cial importance on any particular node; the goal is simply to cluster based on edge
structure, without treating any node as inherently special.
To deal with these issues, we introduce a second special class of splitting functions.
Definition 3.2. A splitting function we is cardinality-based if it satisfies
(3.5) we(S1) = we(S2) for all S1, S2 ∈ 2e with |S1| = |S2|.
Cardinality-based splitting functions are anonymous: they do not distinguish between
different types of nodes in a hyperedge. Instead, penalties are assigned based only
on the number of nodes in each cluster. In addition to being a very natural model
for applications, cardinality-based function are beneficial in that they can be param-
eterized by br/2c penalties for an r-node hyperedge. In other words, there can be
at most a different penalty for each possible number of nodes on the small side of a
two-way split hyperedge. With this view in mind, we highlight an observation that
will be relevant in future sections.
Observation 3.3. Cardinality-based splitting functions on 2- and 3-node hyper-
edges are parameterized by a single penalty, and are therefore equivalent to the all-or-
nothing splitting function.
Despite this observation for small hyperedges, cardinality-based splitting functions
have significantly more modeling power than the all-or-nothing splitting function in
general. At the same time, they avoid having to determine 2r−1 − 1 scores, as is the
case for defining a general splitting function or even a submodular splitting function.
We also show in Section 4.4 that the intersection of these splitting function classes
has some remarkable properties.
Although this is the first formal definition of a cardinality-based splitting function,
many existing hypergraph clustering and partitioning models indeed minimize an ob-
jective involving cardinality-based penalties. Table 1 summarizes several cardinality-
based splitting functions that have been (implicitly) used in practice.
Scalar weights vs. splitting functions. In theory, every hyperedge in a hyper-
graph can be associated with its own unique splitting function. From this perspective,
splitting functions can be viewed as a generalization of scalar hyperedge weights. In
practice, however, a hypergraph will rarely be associated with a set of splitting func-
tions that are somehow inherent to its structure. We therefore treat splitting functions
as a way to describe the type of hypergraph cut problem we wish to solve, rather than
viewing them as an inherent part of the hypergraph. Given a hypergraph H = (V,E),
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Table 1
Examples of cardinality-based splitting functions appearing in previous literature on hypergraph
clustering. In all cases, S represents a subset of a hyperedge e. The first three examples are broadly
used, and the citations provide a representative sample of research. In practice these are often scaled
by a nonnegative weight. The latter two are more recent and are parameterized by some α ∈ (0, 1).
The discount count was designed for multiway partitions, but the two-cluster restriction here is also
interesting and distinct from the all-or-nothing function. The L&M submodular refers to a set of
splitting functions used by Li and Milenkovic that is submodular and cardinality-based. Note that
all of these splitting functions are the same on 2- and 3-node hyperedges (up to a scaling term).
All-or-nothing we(S) =
{
0 if S ∈ {e, ∅}
1 otherwise
[14, 45, 54, 67]
Linear penalty we(S) = min{|S|, |e\S|} [48, 49]
Quadratic penalty we(S) = |S| · |e\S| [1, 45, 90, 98, 99]
Discount cut we(S) = min{|S|α, |e\S|α} [96]
L&M submodular we(S) =
1
2 +
1
2 ·min
{
1, |S|bα|e|c ,
|e\S|
bα|e|c
}
[69]
we will typically apply a single type of splitting function to all hyperedges when solv-
ing a hypergraph cut problem. For r-uniform hypergraphs, the same exact function
can be applied. If the hypergraph comes with scalar hyperedge weights, these can be
used to scale the splitting function at each hyperedge. In practice, it will often make
sense to solve cut problems on the same hypergraph using several different splitting
functions, to highlight different types of clustering structure in the same hypergraph.
3.2. The Generalized Hypergraph Minimum s-t Cut Problem. Let H =
(V,E) be a hypergraph and assume we have a splitting function we for each e ∈ E.
If H comes with scalar hyperedge weights, we assume these have been incorporated
directly into the splitting functions. For a set of nodes S ⊂ V , define the generalized
hypergraph cut score of S to be
(3.6) cutH(S) =
∑
e∈E
we(e ∩ S) =
∑
e∈∂S
we(e ∩ S).
where ∂S = {e ∈ E : e ∩ S 6= ∅, e ∩ S¯ 6= ∅} denotes the set of cut hyperedges.
Definition 3.4. Let {s, t} ⊂ V be designated source and sink nodes in the hy-
pergraph H. The generalized hypergraph minimum s-t cut problem ( Gen-Hyper-st-
Cut) is the following optimization problem:
(3.7)
minimizeS∈V cutH(S)
subject to s ∈ S, t ∈ S¯.
Alternatively, we can define the problem as a special case of function minimization.
Let f : S ⊆ V \{s, t} → R+ where f(S) = cutH(S ∪ {s}). Then the generalized
hypergraph minimum s-t cut problem is simply
(3.8) minimize
S⊆V \{s,t}
f(S).
In cases where we apply the same splitting function to all hyperedges in H, we will
simply refer to the problem as Hyper-st-Cut, preceded by the name of the split-
ting function. Thus, the hypergraph s-t cut problem introduced by Lawler [67] can
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Fig. 3. Three existing techniques for converting a hyperedge into a set of edges and (possibly
auxiliary) nodes. For 3-node hyperedges, each expansion technique can perfectly model the all-or-
nothing hyperedge splitting function, if the displayed edge weights are used.
be referred to as all-or-nothing Hyper-st-Cut. We will pay special attention to
cardinality-based Hyper-st-Cut, and submodular Hyper-st-Cut.
For submodular Hyper-st-Cut, the hypergraph cut objective function (3.8) is
a sum of submodular functions, and therefore is itself submodular. This means that
this special case can be solved in strongly polynomial time, using algorithms for
general submodular function minimization [55, 56, 77, 83]. However, algorithms for
general submodular function minimization are much slower than algorithms for the
minimum s-t cut problem in graphs. A natural question to ask, then, is whether in
special circumstances we can find more efficient algorithms for solving submodular
Hyper-st-Cut. Lawler’s [67] work on the all-or-nothing penalty (which is a simple
submodular splitting function) demonstrates that there is at least one special case that
can be solved via reduction to the graph s-t cut problem. Another interesting ques-
tion to ask is whether or when Gen-Hyper-st-Cut is tractable for non-submodular
splitting functions. We address these questions in depth in the next sections.
4. Positive Results via Graph Reduction. A common technique for solving
hypergraph cut problems is to reduce the hypergraph H into a related graph GH and
then apply existing algorithms and techniques for graph cut problems. As long as the
node set of GH includes all nodes from H, partitioning GH induces a partition on H.
The goal is therefore to construct GH in such a way that graph cuts in GH at least
approximately model hypergraph cuts in H.
We will use the term hyperedge expansion to refer to any strategy for replacing a
hyperedge with a small graph, which includes both the original nodes in the hyperedge
as well as new auxiliary nodes. We begin this section by reviewing three existing
techniques for hyperedge expansion, after which we demonstrate how each can be used
to exactly solve the all-or-nothing Hyper-st-Cut problem in 3-uniform hypergraphs.
Inspired by the similarities and differences among these approaches, we present a
general framework for hyperedge expansion specifically for minimum s-t cut problems.
Using this framework, we prove that instances of cardinality-based Hyper-st-Cut
can be exactly modeled by minimum s-t cut problems in graphs, if and only if the
cardinality-based splitting functions are also submodular.
4.1. Three Previous Techniques for Hyperedge Expansion. Figure 3 dis-
plays three existing techniques for converting a hyperedge into a small graph.
Clique expansion. Arguably the most popular technique for reducing a hy-
pergraph to a graph is the clique expansion, which replaces a hyperedge e ∈ E with
a (possibly) weighted clique on all nodes in e. In the case of 3-node hyperedges, if
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all edges are given weight 1/2, this weighting preserves the all-or-nothing hyperedge
splitting penalty [54, 90]. In order to apply the clique expansion to an entire hyper-
graph, one can introduce an edge between a pair of nodes i and j for each hyperedge
containing both nodes, and later merge all edges into one weighted edge by summing
up the weights from each individual hyperedge expansion.
Star expansion. In the star expansion, a new node ve is introduced for every
hyperedge e. Node ve is attached by an undirected edge to every node in the hyperedge
e. When computing minimum cuts in the resulting graph, for any partition of e, node
ve will be placed with the side of the cut that contains a majority of nodes from e.
Lawler expansion. We use the term Lawler expansion to refer to the approach
Lawler [67] used to convert an instance of the all-or-nothing hypergraph s-t cut prob-
lem into a graph s-t cut problem. Given a hyperedge e ∈ E, introduce two auxiliary
nodes e′ and e′′. For each v ∈ e, add a directed edge of weight infinity from v to e′,
and a directed edge of weight infinity from e′′ to v. Finally, place a directed edge from
e′ to e′′ with weight 1. In the case of weighted hypergraphs, the edge from e′ to e′′ is
assigned the weight we of hyperedge e. Note that the only way to separate the nodes
of e into an s-side cluster and a t-side cluster without cutting an infinite weight edge,
will require cutting the edge from e′ to e′′. Thus, any splitting of the nodes in the
reduced graph will result in the same penalty of 1 (or we for weighted hypergraphs).
Illustration on 3-uniform hypergraphs. The star, clique, and Lawler expan-
sions all provide a way to exactly solve the minimum s-t cut problems in 3-uniform
hypergraphs under the all-or-nothing penalty. Splitting up any 3-node hyperedge into
two clusters will always place two nodes in one cluster and one in the other. We can
quickly see from Figure 3 why this will lead to a penalty of exactly 1 when any of
these expansions is used to reduce the hypergraph to a graph. Figure 4 illustrates the
result of converting a 3-uniform hypergraph s-t cut problem to a graph s-t problem
using each of these techniques. The minimum s-t cut solution on all reduced graphs
is the same. This can be seen as a consequence of Observation 3.3.
Although all of these expansion techniques lead to polynomial time algorithms for
the 3-uniform problem, the computational complexity of solving the reduced minimum
s-t cut problem depends on which method is applied. The clique expansion has
the advantage that it does not require auxiliary vertices. However, if the original
hypergraph is unweighted, all edges in the star expansion will be unweighted as well.
Since unweighted minimum s-t cuts are easier to compute than weighted s-t cuts [34],
depending on the edge structure of the reduced hypergraph, it may be more efficient
to apply the star expansion. Among the three expansion techniques considered here,
the Lawler expansion is the least efficient approach for solving the minimum s-t cut
problem in 3-uniform hypergraphs, due to the larger number of auxiliary vertices
and (weighted) edges that it requires. However, this is the only approach among the
three that can be used to exactly solve the all-or-nothing Hyper-st-Cut problem in
hypergraphs with arbitrary-sized hyperedges, and thus it plays an important role in
solving higher-dimensional problems.
4.2. Generalized Framework for Hyperedge Expansion. The star and
clique expansion are recognized as two approaches for the same high-level goal of
reducing a hypergraph to a graph [1, 47, 51, 54, 99]. The Lawler and star expansions
have also appeared together [48], albeit to a lesser extent. These three approaches have
not previously been simultaneously viewed as different strategies for the same overall
goal. Motivated by these three expansions, we present a new generalized framework
for reducing hypergraphs to graphs in a minimum-cut preserving way.
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Fig. 4. A small hypergraph minimum s-t cut problem (a) is converted into a graph using three
different expansion techniques. Because the hypergraph is 3-uniform, solving the minimum s-t cut
problem on any of the resulting graphs will produce the minimum s-t cut partition of the hypergraph
under the all-or-nothing splitting function. In the clique expansion (b), all edges have weight 1/2,
except one edge with weight 1 (drawn with a thicker line). All edges in the star expansion (c) have
weight 1. For the Lawler expansion (d), all black edges have weight infinity. The minimum s-t cut
score is two. We illustrate the solution with the minimum number of source side nodes, shown in
white. Dotted lines indicate cut edges for each expansion technique.
Relation to previous work on hyperedge expansion. Previously, Ihler et
al. [54] considered a broad framework for hyperedge expansion, with a nearly identical
goal of understanding when hypergraphs can be represented by graphs with the same
min-cut properties. Their conclusions were largely negative: except in the case of
3-node hyperedges, the all-or-nothing cut penalty cannot be exactly modeled by in-
troducing undirected edges and auxiliary nodes. Recent research in this direction has
thus focused on graph representations that approximate hypergraph cuts as best as
possible [68]. While our motivation is similar, our approach differs in two key ways,
leading instead to several positive results for graph reduction, specifically for the
Gen-Hyper-st-Cut problem. First, we allow the addition of directed edges, given
that directed s-t cut problems are also well-defined, and since this admits Lawler-type
expansions in our analysis. Second, since we do not restrict to the all-or-nothing split-
ting function, what Ihler et al. viewed as a limitation of certain hyperedge expansions
turns out to be a useful feature in our framework. If a hyperedge expansion technique
does not perfectly model the all-or-nothing splitting penalty, then it must model a
different type of splitting penalty that may in fact be useful in different applications.
By combining different hyperedge expansion techniques, we will show how to model
a broad range of hypergraph s-t cut problems as graph s-t cut problems.
Hypergraph s-t gadgets. We formally define the concept of a hyperedge s-t
gadget, a type of hyperedge expansion that can be used to reduce Gen-Hyper-st-
Cut problems to related minimum s-t cut problems on graphs.
Definition 4.1. Let e ∈ E be a hyperedge in a hypergraph H = (V,E). A hyper-
edge s-t cut gadget on e is a graph Ge = (V
′, E′) with node set V ′ = e ∪ Vˆ , where Vˆ
is an auxiliary node set, and E′ is set of weighted and possibly directed edges. The
gadget is associated with a gadget splitting function wˆe : S ⊆ e→ R+ defined by
(4.1) wˆe(S) = minimum
T⊆V ′
T∩e=S
cutGe(T ) ,
where cutGe(T ) =
∑
i∈S
∑
j∈V ′\T wij is the standard graph cut function on Ge.
The gadget splitting function gives a formal way to compare hyperedge splitting scores
we(S) in the hypergraph, with a gadget splitting function score wˆe(S), for any S ⊆ e.
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Table 2
Examples of cardinality-based gadget splitting functions derived from common expansions (see
also Figures 3 and 4). A hypergraph s-t gadget is a small graph Ge = (V ′, E′) constructed from a
hyperedge e ∈ E. The node set V ′ is made up of the original nodes in e along with a set of auxiliary
vertices Vˆ . The edges in E′ can be both weighted and directed. The gadget splitting function is the
result of applying equation (4.1) from Definition (4.1) to Ge. In the case of the Lawler gadget, this
provides another way to formalize Lawler’s observation that the all-or-nothing splitting function can
be modeled using a small directed graph. We have displayed the unit-weight version for each gadget.
Other weightings can be obtained by scaling all gadget edges by a nonnegative weight.
Gadget name Vˆ |E′| Gadget Splitting Function
Lawler gadget {e′, e′′} 2|e|+ 1 wˆe(S) =
{
0 if S ∈ {e, ∅}
1 otherwise
Clique gadget ∅ (|e|2 ) wˆe(S) = |S| · |e\S|
Star gadget ve |e| wˆe(S) = min{|S|, |e\S|}
The minimization in (4.1) encodes how, when solving the minimum s-t cut problem
on a graph formed by concatenating many hypergraph s-t cut gadgets, we always
arrange auxiliary vertices in a way that leads to a locally minimal penalty at each
hyperedge gadget. In other words, given any fixed bipartition {S, e\S} of a hyperedge
e with S ⊂ e, the gadget splitting function implicitly “moves” any auxiliary nodes of
the gadget in a way that yields the smallest penalty, given this fixed bipartition of e.
Gadget splitting functions are directly related to hyperedge splitting functions
(Section 3.1), though an important distinction must be made. A hyperedge splitting
function is any type of penalty function defined on a hyperedge, satisfying proper-
ties (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) in Definition 3.1. A gadget splitting function is a function
defined using a small graph, designed for the purpose of modeling a hyperedge split-
ting function. We distinguish between these two types of functions by including a
hat ( ˆ ) over the gadget splitting functions: wˆe. We will say that a gadget split-
ting function wˆe models a hyperedge splitting function we if wˆe = we. We will also
say that a Gen-Hyper-st-Cut problem is graph reducible if each of its hyperedge
splitting functions can be modeled by some gadget splitting function.
The star, clique, and Lawler expansions can all be viewed as hypergraph s-t cut
gadgets. We summarize the auxiliary vertex set, number of edges, and the gadget
splitting function for each in Table 2. We use the term gadget rather than expansion
to emphasize the fact that we are now concerned with how these expansions model
hyperedge splitting penalties in Gen-Hyper-st-Cut problems. Comparing Table 2
to Table 1, we see that the Lawler gadget models the all-or-nothing penalty, the star
expansion models the linear penalty, and the clique expansion models the quadratic
penalty. In fact, the reason the linear and quadratic penalties arise in previous work
(see references in Table 1) is precisely because the clique and star expansions are often
used to approximate hyperedges in certain hypergraph cut problems.
A gadget splitting function can be cardinality-based in the same way as a hy-
peredge splitting function. For a gadget function to be cardinality-based, the graph
Ge = (V
′, E′) must have an edge and auxiliary node structure that is symmetric with
regard to the nodes in e. In other words, we should still get the same gadget splitting
function even if we permute the node labels. Table 2 only considers the simplest
versions of the Lawler, clique, and star gadgets. One can generalize them to not be
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cardinality-based by allowing the edges to have different weights; the clique expansion
has been extended in this way to model hypergraphs with special nodes [68].
4.3. Gadget Splitting Functions are Submodular. The clique gadget does
not involve any auxiliary vertices, and therefore from Definition 4.1 we can see that
its gadget splitting function is just a cut function on a small graph. However, for any
gadget involving one or more auxiliary nodes, the gadget splitting function is not a
cut function, since evaluating it requires solving a small optimization problem over
different arrangements of auxiliary nodes. Despite this, we show that gadget splitting
functions, just like graph cut functions, are submodular. We prove this result for
a broader class of functions whose evaluation involves a minimization problem like
the one in (4.1). Let U represent a “universe” set, and let V ⊂ U represent a fixed
subset. Assume that f : U → R is a submodular function, and define a new function
g : X ⊂ V → R as follows:
(4.2) g(X) = minimum
Y⊆U
Y ∩V=X
f(Y ) .
Theorem 4.2. The function g is submodular.
Proof. By definition, g is submodular if for any A,B ⊂ V , it satisfies
(4.3) g(A ∩B) + g(A ∪B) ≤ g(A) + g(B).
Fix any A and B. There must exist sets A′ and B′ that are subsets of U such that
g(A) = f(A′) with A = A′ ∩ V
g(B) = f(B′) with B = B′ ∩ V.
By submodularity of f , we know that
f(A′ ∩B′) + f(A′ ∪B′) ≤ f(A′) + f(B′) = g(A) + g(B).
Thus, to prove submodularity of g, it suffices to show that
g(A ∩B) ≤ f(A′ ∩B′)(4.4)
g(A ∪B) ≤ f(A′ ∪B′).(4.5)
To show (4.4), note that (A′ ∩B′) ∩ V = (A′ ∩ V ) ∩ (B′ ∩ V ) = A ∩B, so
g(A ∩B) = minimum
Y⊂U
Y ∩V=A∩B
f(Y ) ≤ f(A′ ∩B′).
Similarly, to show (4.5), note that (A′ ∪B′) ∩ V = (A′ ∩ V ) ∪ (B′ ∩ V ) = A ∪B, so
g(A ∪B) = minimum
Y⊂U
Y ∩V=A∪B
f(Y ) ≤ f(A′ ∪B′).
Given that the gadget splitting function (4.1) is a special case of function (4.2),
we immediately obtain the following result.
Corollary 4.3. Every hyperedge s-t cut gadget splitting function is submodular.
Therefore, if a Gen-Hyper-st-Cut problem is graph reducible, the splitting function
for each of its hyperedges is submodular.
This corollary immediately restricts the class of Gen-Hyper-st-Cut problems that
can be solved via reduction to a minimum s-t cut problem in graphs. Next we turn to
sufficient conditions for graph reducibility in the case of cardinality-based penalties.
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b
Fig. 5. In the cardinality-based gadget, all edges have weight 1, except for the edge between
auxiliary nodes, which has weight b ∈ N.
4.4. Submodular + Cardinality-Based Implies Graph Reducible. Con-
sider an r-node hyperedge e ∈ E with splitting function we. If the splitting function
is cardinality-based, then it is characterized completely by q =
⌊
r
2
⌋
weights, which we
will denote by wi for i = 1, 2, . . . q, where
(4.6) we(S) = wi for every S ⊂ e such that min{|S|, |e\S|} = i.
In other words, for cardinality-based splitting functions, we only need to consider how
many nodes of a hyperedge are on the small side of a split. Our goal is to understand
which r-node hyperedges with cardinality-based splitting functions can be modeled
using a hypergraph s-t cut gadget. Corollary 4.3 says that if such a splitting function
can be modeled by an s-t cut gadget, then it must be submodular. The question,
then, is which cardinality-based submodular splitting functions can be modeled by
s-t cut gadgets? The answer, perhaps surprisingly, is all of them.
A new cardinality-based gadget. We start by introducing a new hyper-
graph s-t cut gadget, which is similar in spirit to the Lawler gadget, and whose gadget
splitting function depends on an integer parameter b. We call this the cardinality-
based gadget, or CB-gadget (Figure 5). For a hyperedge e ∈ E, the CB-gadget with
parameter b is formed as follows:
1. Introduce two auxiliary vertices e′ and e′′.
2. For each v ∈ e, add a directed edge of weight 1 from v to e′ and a directed
edge of weight 1 from e′′ to v.
3. Add a directed edge of weight b ∈ N from e′ to e′′.
When b = 1, the CB-gadget models the all-or-nothing splitting penalty, just as the
standard Lawler expansion, and has the additional aesthetic appeal of not needing
edge weights. The only difference is that for the CB-gadget with b = 1, the auxiliary
nodes may end up on different sides of a given bipartition, as compared to where they
end up if the Lawler gadget were used. The overall splitting scores and the placement
of nodes from e remain the same. The benefit of the CB-gadget comes from setting b
to be different integers.
Theorem 4.4. Given a hyperedge e ∈ E and a subset of nodes S ∈ e, the CB-
gadget with parameter b has the following gadget splitting function:
(4.7) wˆe(S) = min{|S|, |e\S|, b}.
Proof. If |S| ≥ |e\S|, then it is better to put e′ and e′′ in the same cluster as S
and cut all edges from e′′ to e\S. If |S| < |e\S|, it is cheaper to cut all the edges
from S to e′. If b is smaller that both |S| and |e\S|, then the cheapest cut for this
bipartition is to put e′ with S, and e′′ with S¯, and cut the edge from e′ to e′′.
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Combining gadgets. We can use a set of CB-gadgets with different parameters
b as a basis set for constructing more sophisticated gadgets. Let e be an r-node
hyperedge with a cardinality-based and submodular splitting function we. Introduce
q = br/2c different CB-gadgets, with e′j and e′′j representing the auxiliary nodes of
the jth CB-gadget. Assign the weight from e′j to e
′′
j to be bj = j, and then scale all
edge weights in this gadget by a scaling factor cj ≥ 0. The resulting combined gadget
is made up of the original node set e, plus 2q auxiliary nodes and q(2|e|+ 1) edges.
Given a fixed set of scaling weights c1, c2, . . . cq, let wˆi be the gadget splitting
function output for the combined gadget when there are i nodes on the small side of
the bipartition of e. If i = 1, then the jth gadget will return a penalty of 1 times the
weight cj , resulting in a combined penalty of c1 + c2 + . . . cq = wˆ1. In general, when
there are i nodes on the small side of the split, the combined gadget splitting score is
(4.8) wˆi =
q∑
j=1
Aijcj ,
where Aij = min{i, j}. Let c = [c1 c2 · · · cq]T be a vector of scaling weights, and let
wˆ = [wˆ1 wˆ2 · · · wˆq]T be the gadget splitting function penalties for a given choice of
c. Define A to be the q × q matrix whose ij entry is Aij . Note then that Ac = wˆ.
We write this matrix equation out explicitly for a large q to illustrate a pattern in the
relationship between c and wˆ.
(4.9)

1 1 1 · · · 1
1 2 2 · · · 2
1 2 3 · · · 3
...
...
...
. . .
...
1 2 3 · · · q


c1
c2
c3
...
cq

=

wˆ1
wˆ2
wˆ3
...
wˆq

.
For a fixed c, this matrix equation tells us the exact gadget splitting function for the
combined gadget. More importantly, by inverting the system (4.9), we can completely
characterize which splitting functions our combined gadget can model. The inverse
of A is a tridiagonal matrix where A−1qq = 1, A
−1
ii = 2 for i = 1, 2, . . . , q − 1, and all
entries directly above and below the main diagonal are −1. The inverted system is
(4.10)

2 −1 · · · 0 0
−1 2 · · · 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 · · · 2 −1
0 0 · · · −1 1


wˆ1
wˆ2
...
wˆq−1
wˆq

=

2wˆ1 − wˆ2
2wˆ2 − wˆ1 − wˆ2
...
2wˆq−1 − wˆq−2 − wˆq
wˆq − wˆq−1

=

c1
c2
...
cq−1
cq

.
The edges in the reduced graph must all be positive, in order to apply algorithms
for the minimum s-t cut problem, and therefore we must enforce cj ≥ 0 for all j =
1, 2, . . . q. This means that in order for a hyperedge splitting function we to be
modelable by our combined gadget, its penalty scores wi for i = 1, 2, . . . , q must
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satisfy:
2w1 ≥ w2(4.11)
2wj ≥ wj−1 + wj+1 for j = 2, . . . , q − 1(4.12)
wq ≥ wq−1 .(4.13)
Furthermore, from (4.9), the nonnegativity of c, and the structure of A, the splitting
scores for the combined gadget will always satisfy 0 ≤ wˆ1 ≤ wˆ2 ≤ . . . ≤ wˆq. Therefore,
in order for a hyperedge splitting function we to be modeled by our combined gadget,
it must satisfy the same inequality (which subsumes (4.13)):
(4.14) 0 ≤ w1 ≤ w2 ≤ . . . ≤ wq.
All of these constraints are satisfied by submodular cardinality-based penalties.
Lemma 4.5. All cardinality-based submodular hyperedge splitting functions on r-
node hyperedges satisfy inequalities (4.11), (4.12), and (4.14).
Proof. Let e = {v1, v2, . . . vr} be an r-node hyperedge with a submodular and
cardinality-based splitting function we, and let q =
⌊
r
2
⌋
. To prove the inequalities
in (4.12), first choose any j ∈ {2, 3, . . . (q − 1)}. Define two sets of nodes with j
nodes each: Sj = {v1, v2, v3, . . . , vj} and Tj = {v2, v3, . . . vj , vj+1}. Since the splitting
function we is submodular, we see that
(4.15) 2wj = we(Sj) + we(Tj) ≥ we(Sj ∩ Tj) + we(Sj ∪ Tj) = wj−1 + wj+1.
Thus, (4.12) is satisfied. If S1 = {v1} and T1 = {v2}, then S1 ∩ T1 = ∅. There-
fore, since we(∅) = 0, we also satisfy inequality (4.11). To prove constraint (4.14),
which subsumes (4.13), we need to apply the symmetry constraint satisfied by all
hyperedge splitting functions (3.2). For any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . q − 1}, define sets Si =
{v1, v2, v3, . . . , vr−(i+1)} and Ti = {vr−2i, vr−2i+1, . . . , vr−i}. Observe that
|Si| = r − (i+ 1) =⇒ we(Si) = wi+1
|Ti| = (r − i)− (r − 2i) + 1 = (i+ 1) =⇒ we(Ti) = wi+1
|Si ∩ Ti| = i =⇒ we(Si ∩ Ti) = wi
|Si ∪ Ti| = (r − i) =⇒ we(Si ∪ Ti) = wi .
By the definition of submodularity we know that 2wi+1 ≥ 2wi =⇒ wi+1 ≥ wi.
Combining Lemma 4.5 and Corollary 4.3, we conclude that inequalities (4.11), (4.12),
and (4.14) are in fact both sufficient and necessary conditions for a cardinality-based
splitting function to be submodular. These two result together completely characterize
the set of cardinality-based Hyper-st-Cut problems that are graph reducible. We
end with a summarizing theorem.
Theorem 4.6. Let H = (V,E) be a hypergraph. If each e ∈ E is associated with
a cardinality-based splitting function we, then the Gen-Hyper-st-Cut problem on
H is graph reducible if and only if we is submodular for every e ∈ E.
4.5. Examples on Real Data. We illustrate our graph reduction techniques
by solving a range of s-t cut problems on a hypergraph constructed from real data.
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Dataset. We consider data obtained from Math Stack Exchange, an online forum
for discussing math questions (https://math.stackexchange.com/) [13].1 Each entry
in the dataset corresponds to a post on the forum about a math question, which is
associated with 1 to 5 different tags related to the topic of the post (e.g., “invariance”,
“topology”, “hypergraphs”). We associate each tag with a node in a hypergraph. A
set of tags appearing in the same post defines a hyperedge. Discarding posts with
only one tag, we obtain a hypergraph H with 1,629 nodes and 169,259 hyperedges
with 2 to 5 nodes each. Figure 2a in the introduction illustrates all 4-node hyperedges
in the dataset containing the tag “hypergraphs.”
Constructing a hypergraph s-t cut problem. In practice, simply choosing
one node to be the source s and another to be the sink t typically produces minimum
s-t cut problems where the optimal solution places one terminal node in a cluster
by itself. In order to obtained more balanced and meaningful bipartitions of the
dataset, we introduce super-source and super-sink nodes, and connect each terminal
to a designated node plus its neighbors in the hypergraph. In more detail, we first
choose two nodes s-seed and t-seed corresponding to tags in the dataset. We attach
the super-source node s to s-seed, and all nodes that share a hyperedge with s-seed,
but not with t-seed. We similarly attach the super-sink t to t-seed and its neighbors
that do not also neighbor s-seed. All edges adjacent to s and t are given infinite weight.
Our construction is related to the Graph Mincut algorithm of Blum and Chawla for
semi-supervised learning [16], as well as other graph-based learning techniques that
connect super-source and super-sink nodes to different subsets of nodes in an input
graph before solving an s-t cut problem [7, 66, 76]. Thus, while the construction is
more sophisticated than simply identifying a source and sink node in H, it is a better
reflection of how our framework might be used in applications.
Results. We solve the cardinality-based s-t cut problem for several different pairs
of tags from the Math Stack Exchange hypergraph. Since minimum s-t cut solutions
are the same up to a multiplicative scaling of edge weights, we first fix w1 = 1. The
submodular region then corresponds to w2 ∈ [1, 2], so we compute s-t cut solutions
with w2 varying from 1 to 2 in increments of 0.05. Minimum s-t cuts may not be
unique, so we always consider the cut with the minimum number of source-side nodes.
Recall that hyperedges with three or fewer nodes are characterized by a single
splitting penalty (Observation 3.3), and therefore, varying w2 will only affect penalties
at hyperedges with four or five nodes. Despite this, we observe significant differences
in s-t cut solutions as w2 changes. Given a fixed s-seed and t-seed, let S
∗ be the
source-side solution set when w2 = 1 (i.e., the all-or-nothing solution). For values
of w2 ∈ [1, 2], we compute the Jaccard similarity between the solution Sw2 and the
all-or-nothing solution: Jaccard(Sw2 , S
∗) = |Sw2∩S
∗|
|Sw2∪S∗| . In Figure 6a, we plot Jaccard
similarity curves for a variety of different (s-seed, t-seed) pairs selected from the
hypergraph. For some pairs, we observe noticeable differences in Jaccard scores as
w2 varies, while in other cases the curves remain mostly constant. Overall, Jaccard
scores tend to steadily decrease as the gap between w2 and w1 increases. However,
the decrease is not always monotonic, as can be seen in the green curve in Figure 6a.
The green curve in Figure 6a corresponds to setting s-seed and t-seed to the
“symplectic-linear-algebra” and “bernoulli-numbers” tags respectively. For this prob-
lem, there are 30 nodes that switch sides at least once as w2 changes. Figure 6b illus-
trates where each of these boundary nodes is assigned for each value of w2. Figure 6c
1Original data available at https://www.cs.cornell.edu/∼arb/data/threads-math-sx/index.html.
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Fig. 6. Each curve in (a) corresponds to a sequence of cardinality-based minimum s-t cut
solutions on the Math Stack Exchange hypergraph, computed as w2 ranges from 1 to 2. The super-
source s is attached via an infinite weight edge to one tag, and its neighbors. The super-sink is
similarly attached to a different tag and its neighbors. Jaccard similarities are computed between
the all-or-nothing (i.e., w2 = w1) solution, and the solution for the given w2 in the horizontal axis.
Plots (b) and (c) show the changing cluster assignment for all of the nodes on the boundary of the
blue and green curve respectively. Dark circles indicate the node is on the source side; light circles
indicate a sink-side assignment. We also list the tags corresponding to each boundary node.
is a similar plot when the two seed nodes are “hypothesis-testing” and “geodesic”.
In many cases, there are interesting patterns in the tags on the boundary between
s and t terms. For example, in Figure 6b, we observe a number of tags associated
with topics in graph theory (e.g., “graph-invariants”, “adjacency-matrix”, “signed-
graph”, “directed-graphs”). The boundary nodes in Figure 6c include six different
tags associated with well-known mathematical inequalities (e.g., “jensens-inequality”,
“rearrangement-inequality”, “cauchy-schwartz inequality”).
In other experiments, we observed even lower Jaccard similarity scores as w2
grew, as well as cases where a larger number of nodes in the hypergraph switched
from source- to sink-side or vice versa. We also noticed many examples of thematic
boundary tags, relating to one or more specific subtopics in mathematics. For ex-
ample, when we set (s-seed, t-seed) = (“random functions”,“svd”), 17 nodes switch
sides at least once as w2 varies from 1 to 2, and nearly all of these related to prob-
ability theory including “polya-urn-model”, “birth-death-process”, “stopping-times”,
“brownian-motion”, three tags involving the word “martingales”, and four involving
“stochastic”. Overall, these experiments show that solving the hypergraph s-t cut
problem with different cardinality-based splitting functions can lead to a range of
different cuts in the same dataset. Furthermore, exploring differences in these cut
solutions can uncover meaningful patterns in a dataset that would not be detected by
solving only the all-or-nothing hypergraph s-t cut problem.
4.6. Asymmetric Hyper-st-Cut. Our definition of a hyperedge splitting func-
tion includes a symmetry requirement, i.e., we(S) = we(e\S) for all S ⊆ e (Defini-
tion 3.1, Property 3.2). In principle, we can remove this requirement to obtain a
well-defined notion of an asymmetric Hyper-st-Cut problem, for which splitting
penalties at hyperedges depends both on how the nodes of a hyperedge are split, as
well as which nodes are clustered on the source- or sink-side of a cut. This is a natural
formulation to consider, for example, in s-t cut problems where the source-side of a
cut is intended to represent a cluster of nodes possessing a certain function or prop-
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erty. Consider, for example, a 3-node hyperedge {a, b, c} where we have some prior
reason to believe node a possesses some property X of interest, but b and c do not.
If the goal of the s-t cut problem is to identify a cluster of nodes with property X,
then clustering a with the source and {b, c} with the sink should be treated differently
from placing {b, c} with the source and a with the sink. In other cases, we may have
a preference for including more (or fewer) nodes on the source-side of a cut, in which
case a 1–2 split of a 3-node hyperedge should be treated differently from a 2–1 split.
These distinctions cannot be modeled with symmetric splitting functions.
Formal definitions. An asymmetric hyperedge splitting function is a function
ye : 2
e → R+ that satisfies the splitting function requirements of Definition 3.1 except
for the symmetry constraint (3.2). Thus, for a hyperedge e and a subset S ⊂ e, an
asymmetric hyperedge splitting function ye can have ye(S) 6= ye(e\S). However, if
S = e, we still have ye(S) = ye(e\S) = 0 so that penalized hyperedges are in fact cut.
Notions of cardinality-based (3.5) and submodular (3.4) splitting functions naturally
extend to this setting. An asymmetric cardinality-based splitting function on an r-
node hyperedge is characterized by r − 1 penalty scores yi for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r − 1},
where yi is the penalty for placing i nodes on the source-side of the cut.
If the function is also submodular, it satisfies several properties that are closely
related to inequalities (4.11), (4.12), and (4.14) considered in Theorem 4.6.
Lemma 4.7. If ye is an asymmetric cardinality-based submodular splitting func-
tion on an r-node hyperedge e = {v1, v2, . . . , vr}, then its splitting penalties satisfy
2y1 ≥ y2(4.16)
2yj ≥ yj−1 + yj+1 for j = 2, . . . , r − 3(4.17)
2yr−2 ≥ yr−1.(4.18)
Proof. By definition of submodularity, for all sets of nodes A,B ⊆ 2e,
(4.19) ye(A) + ye(B) ≥ ye(A ∩B) + ye(A ∪B).
If we set A = {v1}, and B = {v2}, then ye(A) = ye(B) = y1, ye(A ∪ B) = y2, and
ye(A ∩ B) = 0, so inequality (4.19) reduces to inequality (4.16). Constraints (4.17)
and (4.18) are similarly shown by usingA = {v1, v2, . . . , vj} andB = {v2, v3, . . . , vj+1}
for j ∈ {2, 3, . . . , r − 2}.
Graph reducibility for asymmetric cardinality-based functions. Just as
we did for symmetric splitting functions, we can model asymmetric splitting func-
tions using hypergraph s-t gadgets. Definition 4.1 of hypergraph s-t gadgets does
not explicitly consider any notion of symmetry, so it can be directly applied to the
asymmetric setting. As before, we say that an asymmetric splitting function ye is
modeled by a gadget with gadget splitting function yˆe if ye = yˆe. An asymmetric
Hyper-st-Cut problem is graph reducible if the splitting function at every hyperedge
can be modeled by a gadget splitting function.
Theorem 4.8. An instance of asymmetric cardinality-based Hyper-st-Cut is
graph reducible if and only if every splitting function is submodular.
Proof. First, Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.3 apply in the same way to the asym-
metric setting, and thus any cardinality-based splitting function that can be modeled
by an s-t gadget is submodular. To prove sufficiency, we consider a new asymmet-
ric CB-gadget for a hyperedge e, parameterized by two integers a and b, and whose
construction is shown in Figure 7.
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a
ba
b
ab ve
• Introduce one new auxiliary nodes ve.
• For each v ∈ e, add a directed edge
(v, ve) with weight a, and a directed
edge (ve, v) with weight b.
Fig. 7.
The gadget splitting function for the asymmetric CB-gadget is
(4.20) yˆa,b(S) = min{|S| · a, |e\S| · b}.
To model an r-node asymmetric submodular splitting function, we use r−1 asym-
metric CB-gadgets with carefully chosen parameters a and b. For j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r−1},
define the jth gadget to be an asymmetric star gadget with parameters a = r− j and
b = j. Let yˆ
(j)
i denote the penalty that gadget j assigns to a hyperedge split with
i nodes on the source-side of a split. From the construction of the jth gadget and
from (4.20) we see that
(4.21) yˆ
(j)
i = min{i · (r − j), (r − i) · j} =
{
i · (r − j) if i < j
(r − i) · j if i ≥ j.
Scaling the jth gadget by a multiplicative weight cj ≥ 0 and combining all gadgets
results in a larger gadget with r− 1 new auxiliary vertices and 2 · j · r directed edges.
As we did for the symmetric case in Section 4.4, let c = [c1 c2 · · · cr−1]T store scaling
weights, yˆ = [yˆ1 yˆ2 · · · yˆr−1] store splitting penalties for the combined gadget, and
define a matrix A = (Aij) where Aij = yˆ
(j)
i . The splitting penalties of the combined
gadget are then given by the linear system Ac = yˆ. We illustrate both A and its
inverse when r = 6:
(4.22) A =

5 4 3 2 1
4 8 6 4 2
3 6 9 6 3
2 4 6 8 4
1 2 3 4 5

, A−1 =
1
r

2 −1 0 0 0
−1 2 −1 0 0
0 −1 2 −1 0
0 0 −1 2 −1
0 0 0 −1 2

.
In general, the inverse of A is a tridiagonal matrix with a value of 2r on each diagonal
entry and − 1r along off diagonals. Inverting the system Ac = yˆ and constraining the
right hand side to be greater than zero produces a set of inequalities that defines the
class of submodular splitting functions we can model with this approach. As can be
seen from the non-zero pattern in A−1, this set of inequalities is
2yˆ1 ≥ yˆ2(4.23)
2yˆj ≥ yˆj−1 + yˆj+1 for j = 2, . . . , r − 3(4.24)
2yˆr−2 ≥ yˆr−1.(4.25)
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Lemma 4.7 proves that this set of inequalities is satisfied by every asymmetric sub-
modular cardinality-based splitting function. Thus, submodularity is both a necessary
and sufficient condition for modeling asymmetric cardinality-based splitting functions
with s-t gadgets.
4.7. Graph Reducibility of General Submodular Penalties. Although we
are primarily focused on cardinality-based splitting functions, some applications as-
sign penalties that treat certain nodes in a hyperedge differently from others [68]. Our
result on the graph reducibility of submodular cardinality-based splitting functions
raises a natural open question. While Corollary 4.3 proves that all graph reducible
hyperedge splitting functions are submodular, Theorems 4.6 and 4.8 only prove the
converse for cardinality-based functions, in the symmetric and asymmetric cases re-
spectively. A natural question to ask then, is whether all submodular Hyper-st-Cut
problems are graph reducible. If so, how we can construct a hypergraph s-t cut gad-
get for modeling an arbitrary submodular hyperedge splitting function? We state this
question as an open conjecture which we believe may hold for both symmetric and
asymmetric splitting functions.
Conjecture 4.9. Any submodular splitting function can be modeled by a hyper-
graph s-t gadget.
While we believe this is true, we note an important caveat. If we apply the same reduc-
tion strategy we used for cardinality-based submodular functions, then this reduction
will be exponential in the size of the hyperedge. For an r-node cardinality-based
function, the number of splitting penalties is linear in r, which led us to introduce
a linear number of CB-gadgets, and thus a linear number of auxiliary vertices. Sub-
modular splitting functions are instead characterized by an exponential number of
splitting penalties in r. Thus, a direct extension of our previous techniques would
require introducing 2O(r) gadgets and auxiliary vertices. Even so, a positive answer
to Conjecture 4.9 would still provide a significant benefit for solving submodular
Hyper-st-Cut problems, since in many applications, the maximum hyperedge size
r is small. Even if the runtime for solving such a problem via graph reduction is
exponential in r, for constant r this would be an improvement over using generic
submodular minimization algorithms.
It is worth noting that a positive answer to Conjecture 4.9 would provide a con-
ceptually simple way to solve the following problem.
Definition 4.10. Let f be a symmetric submodular function with a ground set
V , and let i, j ∈ V . The i-j submodular minimization problem is the task of
finding a set A ⊂ V that contains i but not j, such that f(A) is minimized.
The i-j submodular minimization problem is another generalization of the graph s-t
cut problem, and is closely related to symmetric submodular function minimization.
Independent of Conjecture 4.9, this problem can be cast as a submodular hypergraph
s-t cut problem. Let f : 2V → R be a symmetric submodular function. We can assume
without loss of generality that f is nonnegative, and that f(V ) = 0. To see why, note
that for any A ⊂ V , submodularity and symmetry imply that
f(A) + f(V \A) ≥ f(A ∪ (V \A)) + f(A ∩ (V \A)) =⇒ f(A) ≥ f(U).
We could therefore create a new function g(A) = f(A)− f(V ), so that g(V ) = g(∅) =
0, and g(A) ≥ 0 for all A ⊂ V . Assume then that to begin with, the function f
is nonnegative and satisfies f(V ) = f(∅) = 0. Construct a hypergraph made up of
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a single edge e containing all of V , with a submodular splitting function we = f .
Solving the hypergraph s-t cut problem with s = i and t = j will solve the i-j sub-
modular minimization problem. Thus, if Conjecture (4.9) is true, the i-j submodular
minimization problem can be cast as a graph s-t cut problem. At least conceptually,
this would provide a simpler solution than applying symmetric submodular function
minimization algorithms. However, the runtime of this approach would depend on
the number of auxiliary nodes required to model a submodular splitting function on
a large hyperedge.
We end this section with a proof of Conjecture 4.9 for the special case of 3-node
hyperedges, as well as a partial answer for the 4-node case.
Three-node submodular splitting functions. Conjecture 4.9 is true for 3-
node hyperedges with general submodular splitting functions. The 3-node symmetric
case was proved using a clique expansion [68]; here we show that a weighted and
directed star gadget is sufficient to model the more general asymmetric case. Let
e = {1, 2, 3} be a 3-node hyperedge with splitting penalties p1, p2, p3, p23, p13, and
p12, where pX is the penalty for placing the set X ⊂ e on the source-side of the cut.
The splitting function of e is submodular if and only if these penalties satisfy the
following inequalities:
p1 ≤ p12 + p13, p2 ≤ p12 + p23, p3 ≤ p13 + p23,
p23 ≤ p2 + p3, p13 ≤ p1 + p3, p12 ≤ p1 + p2.
Given these penalty scores, we construct the weighted and directed star gadget in
p2
p3
p1 p23
p12
p13
1
2 3
ve
1
2 3
Fig. 8.
Figure 8. For node i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, we add a directed edge (i, ve) with weight pi, and a
directed edge (ve, i) with weight pjk, where j and k are indices of the two other nodes
in e. It is a simple exercise to check that any split of this gadget will produce a cut
score equal to the splitting penalty of the original hyperedge. For example, consider
placing node 1 on the source-side and {2, 3} with the sink. We must cut either the edge
from 1 to ve, or the edges from ve to nodes 2 and 3. By submodularity, p1 ≤ p12 +p13,
so the gadget splitting penalty will be p1, as desired. We can also see what happens
for symmetric splitting functions when p1 = p23, p2 = p13, and p3 = p12. In this
case, the gadget collapses to an weighted and undirected gadget with three edges that
models a symmetric submodular splitting function.
Four-node symmetric submodular splitting functions. The complexity of
the problem increases considerably for a four-node hyperedge e = {1, 2, 3, 4} with a
general submodular splitting function. We do not have a proof of graph reducibility
for this case, but we present here a partial answer for how to model 4-node symmetric
submodular splitting functions. In this case, we must assign a penalty for each set of
one or two nodes that could be on the same side of the split. The splitting function
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Fig. 9. “Basis” gadgets for modeling submodular hyperedges with 4 nodes. The top four are
Type-1 basis gadgets, and the bottom three are Type-2. The edge weight parameters are {α, β, γ, δ, ε}.
After fixing edge weight parameters, we can scale the basis gadgets by nonnegative scaling weights:
c1, c2, c3, c4, c12, c13, and c14. This leads to a 7× 7 linear system that defines the gadget splitting
function for a combined gadget. If edge parameters are chosen carefully, the matrix can be inverted,
leading to a system of inequalities that defines a class of submodular splitting functions that can be
modeled for the chosen set of edge parameters.
is determined by 7 = 23 − 1 penalties: p1, p2, p3, p4, p12, p13, and p14, where pi
represents the penalty for placing node i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} by itself, and pij is the penalty
for putting nodes i and j together. Observe that p34 = p12, p23 = p14, and p24 = p13.
To model this hyperedge, we introduce 7 carefully constructed submodular basis
gadgets, one for each of the possible splitting penalties for a submodular hyperedge
splitting function. After, we follow the ideas in Section 4.4 and take nonnegative
linear combinations of the basis gadgets. This leads to a system of equations that
is invertible under certain conditions. Inverting the system will produce a set of
inequalities that defines a class of submodular hyperedge splitting functions that can
be modeled using the basis gadgets.
Figure 9 illustrates a general class of basis gadgets. The basic edge and node
structure for each gadget is the same as our CB-gadget. However, we consider a wider
range of different possible edge weights, in order to assign penalties that distinguish
between different specific node subsets, rather than assigning penalties that depend
only on the number of nodes on the small side of the split. In total, we use five
edge parameters (α, β, γ, δ, and γ), and we define Type-1 and Type-2 basis gadgets.
Type-1 gadgets correspond to the one-node penalties {p1, p2, p3, p4} and have a special
weight α for the edges adjacent to a single special node. For example, the Type-1
gadget for penalty p1 has weight α for edges adjacent to node 1, another edge weight
β for edges adjacent to nodes 2, 3, and 4, and a third edge weight γ for the edge
between auxiliary vertices. These weights are also used for the other Type-1 gadgets.
Type-2 gadgets correspond to penalties p12, p13, and p14, and in a similar fashion
have edge weights δ and ε, which distinguish between edges based on whether or not
they are adjacent to a certain pair of nodes. Given that we will take positive linear
combinations of basis gadgets, we only need to be concerned with the relative scale
between the edge parameters we assign. Therefore, without loss of generality we can
fix the weight for one of the edge types. For this reason, for Type-2 gadgets, we always
fix the weight of the edge from one auxiliary vertex to another to be 1. (We could use
different edge weights for each of the basis gadgets; however, the parameter space is
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already challenging to navigate, so for our partial answer we restrict to using the same
parameters for Type-1 gadgets, and the same parameters for all Type-2 gadgets.)
By trying different values for edge parameters and then taking linear combinations
of basis gadgets, we can set up a matrix equation that defines a gadget splitting
function corresponding to the combination of basis gadgets. As an example, consider
setting α = γ = 1, β = δ = 1/2, and ε = 1/4. It is not hard to reason through the
different penalties that each gadget would assign to each bipartition of the hyperedge.
For the given parameters, the resulting linear system is:
(4.26)

1 12
1
2
1
2 1 1 1
1
2 1
1
2
1
2 1 1 1
1
2
1
2 1
1
2 1 1 1
1
2
1
2
1
2 1 1 1 1
1
2
1
2
1
4
1
4
1
2
3
4
3
4
1
2
1
4
1
2
1
4
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
1
4
1
4
1
2
3
4
3
4
1
2


c1
c2
c3
c4
c12
c13
c14

=

pˆ1
pˆ2
pˆ3
pˆ4
pˆ12
pˆ13
pˆ14

= pˆ.
where the vector pˆ is the set of penalties which completely defines the resulting
gadget splitting function. For the given choice of edge parameters, the above matrix is
invertible. Inverting the system and constraining the right hand side to be nonnegative
gives inequalities defining the class of submodular cardinality-based splitting functions
that we can model by taking nonnegative linear combinations of these specific gadgets:
(4.27)

4 0 0 0 −2 −2 −2
2 2 0 0 −2 −2 −2
2 0 2 0 −2 −2 −2
2 0 0 2 −2 −2 −2
−2 1 −1 −1 −1 3 3
−2 −1 1 −1 3 −1 3
−2 −1 −1 1 3 3 −1


pˆ1
pˆ2
pˆ3
pˆ4
pˆ12
pˆ13
pˆ14

= c.
Constraining the right hand side to be nonnegative, first row of equation (4.27) says
that the set of edge penalties we can model with this approach must satisfy 4pˆ1 ≥
2pˆ12 + 2pˆ13 + 2pˆ14. Other constraints on modelable penalties can be derived from
the other seven rows. Our choice of edge parameters makes it possible to model a
wide range of submodular splitting functions. However, it does not accommodate
all possible submodular hyperedge splitting functions. For example, consider the
following submodular splitting function:
(4.28) we(S) =
{
0 if S ∈ {1, {2, 3, 4}}
2 otherwise.
This is in fact the splitting function resulting from creating a clique on nodes 2, 3,
and 4, and leaving node 1 detached from the rest. While this splitting function is
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Fig. 10. We can reduce an instance
of Maxcut to 4-uniform cardinality-
based hypergraph s-t cut by introduc-
ing a hyperedge (s, t, u, v) for every edge
(u, v) in the Maxcut instance. For any
w2 < w1, the problems are equivalent.
clearly graph-reducible, the edge penalties do not satisfy the system of inequalities
defined by inverting system (4.26), and therefore cannot be modeled by applying the
7 basis gadgets with α = γ = 1, β = δ = 1/2, and ε = 1/4. Despite systematically
checking a wide range of parameter settings, we were unable to identify settings for
{α, β, γ, δ, ε} which did not lead to a similar counterexample. Furthermore, it is not
clear whether it is possible cover the entire submodular region by using different
edge parameter settings to cover different subregions. The submodular region is a
complicated subset of R7, and it is not clear how to even find a minimal set of
inequalities that characterizes this space.
If it is indeed possible to model all submodular splitting functions with a single
fixed set of 7 basis functions, we conjecture that this may require using different
edge weights for each gadget, rather than sharing weights across Type-1 gadgets and
sharing weights across Type-2 gadgets. A more sophisticated approach may be needed
to determine a more versatile set of basis functions, since it is infeasible to check a
wide enough range of parameter settings by brute force, even for 4-node hyperedges.
However, a working solution for the 4-node case may help illuminate a useful pattern
that could be generalized to larger hyperedges.
5. NP-Hard Regimes for Hypergraph s-t Cuts. We now turn to several
hardness results for classes of hypergraph minimum s-t cut problems, focusing specif-
ically on symmetric cardinality-based splitting functions. Since enforcing the symme-
try constraints only makes the problem more specific, any hardness result for sym-
metric splitting functions automatically implies the same hardness result for the more
general class of splitting functions that are not required to be symmetric.
5.1. Hardness Results for Cardinality-Based Splitting Functions. Our
hardness results for cardinality-based Hyper-st-Cut are based on reduction from
Maxcut. Given an unweighted and undirected graph G = (V,E), the Maxcut
problem seeks a bipartition of V that maximizes the number of cut edges. We re-
strict our attention to r-uniform hypergraphs in which every hyperedge has the same
cardinality-based splitting function. We refer to the corresponding hypergraph s-t
cut problem as r-CB Hyper-st-Cut. As before, let wi denote the penalty associated
with splitting up an r-node hyperedge in such a way that there are i ≤ br/2c nodes
on the small side of the split. We begin with a result for 4-uniform hypergraphs. A
cardinality-based splitting function for 3-node hyperedges is simply the all-or-nothing
penalty, so 4-uniform hypergraphs provide the smallest example of cardinality-based
hypergraph cut problems that could be NP-hard.
Theorem 5.1. The 4-CB Hyper-st-Cut problem is NP-hard for any w2 < w1.
Proof. Consider an instance of Maxcut given by a graph Gˆ = (Vˆ , Eˆ). To reduce
this to an instance of 4-CB Hyper-st-Cut, introduce source and sink nodes s and t,
and for each (u, v) ∈ Eˆ, introduce a 4-node hyperedge (s, t, u, v) (see Figure 10). The
number of hyperedges in the 4-CB Hyper-st-Cut problem is equal to the number of
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edges in Gˆ, and they all must be cut in one way or another since all hyperedges involve
both s and t. Since w2 < w1, it is cheaper to separate u and v, so that one is on the
s-side and the other is on the t-side. The goal of 4-CB Hyper-st-Cut is therefore
equivalent to bipartitioning the nodes Vˆ in a way that maximizes the number of w2
splits, which is equivalent to maximizing the number of cut edges (u, v) ∈ Eˆ in Gˆ.
Thus, this instance of 4-CB Hyper-st-Cut is equivalent to Maxcut on Gˆ.
General strategy for identifying NP-hard regimes. We can generalize the
proof technique in Theorem 5.1 to identify other NP-hard regimes for r-CB Hyper-
st-Cut when r > 4. The general proof strategy is to replace each edge (u, v) from an
instance of Maxcut with a small hypergraph gadget Huv, and then identify splitting
penalty regimes that implicitly reward hyperedge splits that separate u and v. Our
proof of Theorem 5.1 fits this paradigm, with a hypergraph gadget defined by a single
hyperedge (u, v, s, t), and splitting penalties satisfying w2 < w1. To generalize this
result, we define the (r, j)-maxcut-gadget for an edge (u, v), where r denotes hyperedge
size, and j ≤ br/2c is an index for a splitting penalty wj .
Definition 5.2. Let r ≥ 4 be an integer, (u, v) be an edge in an instance of
Maxcut, and {s, t} be source and sink nodes. The (r, j)-maxcut-gadget on (u, v) is
a hypergraph defined by the following disjoint auxiliary node sets and hyperedges.
Auxiliary Nodes
• A: set of j − 2 auxiliary nodes
• B: set of r − j − 2 auxiliary nodes
• U : set of j + 1 auxiliary nodes
• V : set of r − j + 1 auxiliary nodes.
Hyperedges
• hst = {u, v, s, t, A,B}
• hu = {u,B,U}
• hv = {v,A, V }.
A visualization of the (r, j)-maxcut-gadget is given in Figure 11. By design, all hyper-
edges in the gadget have r nodes. When reducing an instance of Maxcut defined on
a graph Gˆ = (Vˆ , Eˆ) to an instance of r-CB Hyper-st-Cut, the same source and sink
nodes will be shared by all maxcut-gadgets. Each node u ∈ Vˆ will appear in multiple
gadgets (equal to the number of edges u is in), and each auxiliary node will be unique
to the maxcut-gadget for which it was introduced. We prove the following Lemma
regarding special splitting functions that can be applied to the (r, j)-maxcut-gadget.
This generalizes the regime w2 < w1 that we considered for Theorem 5.1.
s
tv
u
B
A
U
V
A = … (j -2) nodes
V = … (r –j + 1) nodes
U = … (j + 1) nodes
B = … (r- j -2) nodes
hv
huhst
Fig. 11. If we use a splitting func-
tion satisfying (5.1), the minimum s-t
cut in the (r, j)-maxcut-gadget Huv is
wj , which is achieved only when u and
v are separated. When u and v are con-
strained to be together, the minimum s-t
cut is some value y > wj .
Lemma 5.3. For r ≥ 4 and j ∈ {2, 3, . . . br/2c}, let Huv be the (r, j)-maxcut-
gadget for an edge (u, v) in an instance of Maxcut. Associate each hyperedge in the
gadget with a cardinality-based splitting function with penalties satisfying
(5.1) 0 < wj < w1 and wj ≤ wi for all i 6= 1.
Then the minimum s-t cut in Huv is wj, which can only be achieved when u and v
are clustered apart. If we constrain u and v to be on the same side of the split, the
minimum s-t cut score is a value strictly greater than wj.
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Proof. If {v, s} are clustered together and {u, t} are clustered together, then the
optimal bipartition of Huv places {u, t, B, U} together and {v, s, A, V } together. This
leads to a penalty of wj , since there are |A|+ 2 = j nodes on one side of the split of
hyperedge hst, and |B| + 2 = r − j nodes on the other side. Hyperedges hu and hv
are not split, so they incur no penalty. This is the minimum possible penalty we can
incur at this gadget, since s and t must be split up in some way, and wj is the smallest
among all splitting penalties by (5.1). Similarly, we can show this minimum penalty of
wj is achieved if instead {s, u} are clustered together and {t, v} are clustered together.
However, if u and v are both clustered with s or both clustered with t, there are
two possibilities. Either one of {s, t} is clustered by itself, or at least one of {hu, hv}
will be cut in addition to hst. The first case leads to a penalty of w1 > wj . In the
second case, the penalty will be at least 2wj > wj , since at least two hyperedges are
cut. Given the symmetric relationship between s and t in Huv, this penalty will be
the same whether {u, v} are clustered with s or with t. Thus, the minimum s-t cut
penalty is achieved only when u and v are clustered apart, and in every other case
the penalty will be strictly greater.
Lemma 5.3 leads to the following generalized hardness result.
Theorem 5.4. Every r-CB Hyper-st-Cut problem with a splitting function sat-
isfying property (5.1) is NP-hard.
Proof. Let Gˆ = (Vˆ , Eˆ) represent an instance of Maxcut. Introduce two terminal
nodes s and t, and for each (u, v) ∈ Eˆ, construct an (r, j)-maxcut-gadget with a
splitting function satisfying property (5.1). This produces a hypergraph Hr with 3|Eˆ|
hyperedges, representing an instance of r-CB Hyper-st-Cut. The same terminal
nodes s and t are shared across all maxcut-gadgets in Hr, and each node u ∈ Vˆ shows
up in exactly du gadgets, where du is the degree of node u in Gˆ. Each auxiliary vertex
that is introduced shows up in exactly one maxcut-gadget.
At optimality, the Maxcut and r-CB Hyper-st-Cut objectives depend only on
the underlying bipartition of Vˆ . This is true for Maxcut simply by definition. The
reason this also holds true for r-CB Hyper-st-Cut is that each auxiliary node is
associated with a unique (r, j)-maxcut-gadget. Therefore, given any bipartition of Vˆ ,
we can arrange all auxiliary nodes in such a way that the penalty at each gadget is
minimized, subject to the placement of nodes from Vˆ (each of which may appear in
multiple gadgets). Consider a fixed set S ⊂ Vˆ , which defines a set of cut edges. If an
edge (u, v) is cut, by Lemma 5.3, we know there is a penalty of wj at its gadget. If
(u, v) is not cut, then the penalty at its gadget is some value y. The value y may differ
depending on the splitting function. However, as long as (5.1) is satisfied, Lemma 5.3
guarantees that y > wj . Furthermore, this value y will be the same across all gadgets
Huv for which u and v are clustered together. Therefore, the minimum possible cut
score in Hr that has S on one side and Vˆ − S on the other, is given by
(5.2) Hyper-st-Cut(S) =
∑
uv∈∂S
wj +
∑
uv/∈∂S
y = |Eˆ|y −
∑
uv∈∂S
(y − wj) ,
where ∂S denotes the set of edges that cross between S and Vˆ − S. Meanwhile, the
Maxcut score for the set S is
(5.3) MaxCut(S) = |∂S| =
∑
uv∈∂S
1.
Finally, since (y − wj) > 0, argmaxS MaxCut(S) = argminS Hyper-st-Cut(S).
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Penalty = 1
(a) Penalty incurred if needy
node is alone.
Xi
Xi
t
s
(b) One of {xi,¬xi} is true,
the other is false.
tijk Xk
Xi
Xj
t
(c) At least one literal will be
true for clause (xi ∨ xj ∨ xk)
Fig. 12. Any instance of 3SAT can be cast as Needy-Node Hyper-st-Cut. Each circled node
is the needy-node for the hyperedge of the corresponding color. Clustering a node with the sink t is
equivalent to assigning true to the literal. Clustering xi with s means assigning the literal to false.
5.2. Hardness Results in Needy-Node Hypergraphs. Recall that for three-
node hyperedges, cardinality-based splitting functions are equivalent to the all-or-
nothing penalty. We briefly deviate from our study of cardinality-based hyperedge
splitting functions to show that in the most general case, Gen-Hyper-st-Cut is
in fact NP-hard to approximate to within any multiplicative factor, even for three-
uniform hypergraphs. We show this by first reducing a general instance of bool-
ean satisfiability to a special case of Gen-Hyper-st-Cut that we call Needy-Node
Hyper-st-Cut. We then consider a related reduction from 3-SAT which allows us
to prove this same hardness result holds even in the case of 3-uniform hypergraphs.
Boolean satisfiability. Boolean satisfiability (SAT) is an NP-complete problem
that is frequently used in NP-hardness reductions [37]. An instance of SAT is given
by a formula of boolean variables x1, x2, . . . xn and their negations ¬x1,¬x2, . . . ,¬xn
(both of which are called literals) and the goal is to find an assignment of variables
to true and false so that the formula evaluates to true. The formula is said to be in
conjunctive normal form if the formula is expressed as a conjunction of clauses, where
a clause is a disjunction of literals. Informally, a formula is in conjunctive normal form
if it is an AND (∧) of ORs (∨), e.g. (x1∨x2∨¬x3)∧ (¬x2∨x3)∧ (¬x1∨x4∨x3∨x2).
In the special case where all clauses involve exactly 3 literals, the problem is known
as 3SAT, and remains NP-complete.
Needy-Node Hyper-st-Cut. Let H = (V,E) be a hypergraph, and define
hyperedge splitting functions so that every hyperedge e ∈ E is associated with a
special “needy-node” ze ∈ e, such that the splitting function we is
(5.4) we(S) =
{
1 if ze is clustered by itself
0 otherwise.
In other words, a penalty is incurred at e if and only if the needy node is not clustered
with at least one other node from the hyperedge. A node may play the role of needy
node in some hyperedges, without being the needy node for all the hyperedges it is
in. Solving the minimum s-t cut problem on H with these splitting functions is called
Needy-Node Hyper-st-Cut.
Theorem 5.5. Any instance of SAT can be reduced in polynomial time and space
to an instance of Needy-Node Hyper-st-Cut.
Proof. Consider a SAT problem on variables x1, x2, . . . , xn and their negations
¬x1¬x2, . . . ,¬xn in conjunctive normal form. Construct an instance of Needy-Node
Hyper-st-Cut as follows:
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• Introduce a node for each literal xi and another node for ¬xi.
• Introduce a source node s and sink node t, corresponding to false and true
assignments respectively.
• For each (xi,¬xi) pair, introduce a hyperedge (s, xi,¬xi) where s is the needy-
node, and another hyperedge (t, xi,¬xi) where t is the needy-node.
• For each clause in the instance of SAT, introduce a hyperedge on the nodes
defined for all literals in the clause, plus node t as a needy node.
With this construction, the minimum s-t cut in the resulting graph will be zero if
and only if there is a satisfying assignment for the SAT problem. The two hyperedges
involving nodes {xi,¬xi} ensure that one of these nodes will be on the sink side of the
cut, and the other will be on the source side. We can think of this as assigning one
to true, and the other to false. The second type of hyperedge we introduce ensures
that for every clause in the SAT problem, at least one of the nodes associated with
the literals will be on the sink side of the cut, i.e. the true side.
We can adapt the above result in order to get an NP-hardness result even if the
graph is just 3-uniform. We do this by beginning with an instance of 3SAT, which
is more restrictive than general SAT but still NP-complete. Figure 12 illustrates the
construction. As before, we introduce a source and sink node s and t, and introduce
hyperedges (xi,¬xi, s) and (xi,¬xi, t) for each literal xi. Any clause in the instance
of 3SAT will involve only three literals. For a clause (xi ∨ xj ∨ xk) (which may also
involve negative literals), we will introduce a new node tijk. We then define two
hyperedges: (tijk, xi, xj) with needy node tijk, and (t, tijk, xk) with needy node t.
(We can arbitrarily select any two nodes from (xi, xj , xk) to be in the hyperedge with
tijk, as long as we place the third node with t and tijk in the other hyperedge.) This
construction guarantees that at least one of (xi, xj , xk) will end up with node t if we
solve the minimum s-t cut problem and get a solution with zero penalty. Thus, the
Needy-Node Hyper-st-Cut problem will be zero if and only if there is a satisfying
assignment. We can conclude the following theorem.
Theorem 5.6. Needy-Node Hyper-st-Cut in 3-uniform hypergraphs is at least
as hard as 3SAT, and is therefore NP-hard.
Note that in Theorems 5.5 and 5.6, we have shown that it is NP-hard to detect
whether a zero solution exists for the Needy-Node Hyper-st-Cut instances we have
defined. Thus, for these instances, it is NP-hard to even approximate the generalized
hypergraph s-t cut problem to within any multiplicative factor.
5.3. Tractability Regions and Open Questions. Cardinality-based hyper-
edge splitting functions on r-node hyperedges are completely characterized by br/2c
penalty parameters. At this point we have identified regions of the parameter space
that are tractable via graph reduction (the submodular region), as well as regions for
which cardinality-based Hyper-st-Cut is NP-hard. Figure 13 visualizes the sub-
modular and NP-hard regions for hyperedges between 3 and 9 nodes.
A number of open questions arise naturally from our results on hardness, tractabil-
ity, and graph reducibility for cardinality-based Hyper-st-Cut. What is the com-
plexity of solving the objective in the parameter regimes not considered thus far? Are
there examples of the problem that are not graph reducible but still tractable? Are
approximation algorithms possible for problems falling in the NP-hard regions? We
end this section with a few observations and partial answers, though these questions
remain largely unanswered and provide several clear directions for future research.
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Fig. 13. The submodular region of cardinality-based hyperedge splitting functions for hyperedges
of 4–5 nodes (a), 6–7 nodes (b), and 8–9 nodes (c), with w1 = 1 fixed. NP-hard regions for the
r-uniform Gen-Hyper-st-Cut problem with cardinality-based splitting functions are shaded in gray.
Tractability outside of the submodular region. So far the only tractable
instances of cardinality-based Hyper-st-Cut that we have found are graph reducible.
These exactly correspond to the submodular region, and we have shown that no
instances outside of this region can be solved by graph reduction. It turns out that
there is a small class of degenerate problems outside the submodular region for which
the problem is still tractable.
Definition 5.7. Degenerate-HyperCut is any cardinality-based Hyper-st-
Cut problem for which w1 = 0.
Degenerate-HyperCut is trivial to solve by placing the source (or sink) in a cluster
by itself, as this has a penalty of zero. Furthermore, if wi > 0 for some i > 1, this
parameter setting is not submodular and therefore the problem is not graph reducible.
This degenerate parameter setting and the resulting trivial solution does not lead to a
particularly useful algorithm for Gen-Hyper-st-Cut, but it has several interesting
ramifications. First of all, this immediately rules out the possibility that cardinality-
based Hyper-st-Cut is tractable if and only if the splitting functions are submodular.
More generally, it rules out the possibility that Gen-Hyper-st-Cut is tractable if
and only if it is graph reducible.
Degenerate-HyperCut also leads to interesting open complexity questions for
the case where hyperedges have only 4 or 5 nodes, which involves only two parameters:
w1 and w2. If w1 > 0 and w2 → ∞, cardinality-based Hyper-st-Cut on 4-uniform
hypergraphs converges to the following problem:
Definition 5.8. No Even Split Hypergraph s-t Cut ( NES-HyperCut) is
the problem of separating a 4-uniform hypergraph into two clusters, with terminal
nodes s and t on opposite sides, in a way that minimizes the number of cut hyperedges,
and strictly avoids 2-2 hyperedge splits.
A similar problem could also be defined on 5-uniform hypergraphs, where the goal is
to avoid 2-3 hyperedge splits. This problem always has a solution, given that one can
always place either the source or sink in a cluster by itself. Degenerate-HyperCut
and NES-HyperCut are in fact closely related. Fixing w1 = 1 and taking w2 →∞
leads to an instance of NES-HyperCut. This is nearly the same as fixing w2 = 1 and
taking w1 → 0+, except that in the limit we instead get Degenerate-HyperCut.
However, although solving Degenerate-HyperCut is trivial, we do not know of an
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efficient solution to NES-HyperCut, nor a reduction for showing that it is NP-hard.
Understanding the computational complexity of this problem is a natural next step
in filling in the unknown parameter regions for cardinality-based Hyper-st-Cut.
Approximability within the NP-hard region. Another natural question is
whether we can obtain approximate solutions for cardinality-based Hyper-st-Cut
even in the NP-hard regions. A simple approximation guarantee of w1w2 can be obtained
for any problem with w2 < w1 by simply solving the all-or-nothing cut penalty (scaled
by w1), since the penalty at each hyperedge will then be off by at most a factor of
w1
w2
.
As w2 → 0, this penalty becomes increasingly worse, though this is not a surprising
fact given the following result:
Theorem 5.9. Cardinality-based Hyper-st-Cut on 5-uniform hypergraphs with
w1 = 1 and w2 = 0 is NP-hard to approximate to within any multiplicative factor.
Proof. To prove the result, we will reduce an instance of Monotone Not-All-Equal
3-satisfiability (Mon-NAE-3SAT) to 5-uniform cardinality-based Hyper-st-Cut
where w1 = 1 and w2 = 0. An instance of Mon-NAE-3SAT is an instance of
3SAT in conjunctive normal form, with boolean variables x1, x2, . . . , xn but not
their negations (hence, monotone). Given such an input, finding an assignment from
variables to true and false in such a way that all clauses contain at least one true and
at least one false variable is NP-hard [82].
To reduce this problem to 5-uniform cardinality-base Hyper-st-Cut, introduce
a source and sink pair s and t as well as a node i for each variable xi. For each clause
(xi ∨ xj ∨ xk), add a hyperedge e = (s, t, i, j, k), and assign it a cardinality-based
splitting function with parameters w2 = 0 and w1 = 1. Observe that there is a zero-
penalty error for the resulting hypergraph s-t cut problem if and only if there is a
satisfying assignment for the SAT problem. If there is a satisfying assignment, then
for any variable xi, if xi is true, place node i with the sink t, otherwise cluster it with
the sink. Since each clause of the form (xi ∨ xj ∨ xk) has either two true variables
and one false, or one true and two false, the hyperedge (s, t, i, j, k) will be a 2-3 split.
The other direction follows using similar arguments. Thus, it is NP-hard to detect
a zero-penalty solution for 5-uniform cardinality-based Hyper-st-Cut, and so the
problem is NP-hard to approximate to within any multiplicative factor.
Although this result is not hard to show for 5-uniform hypergraphs, how to adjust
it for a similar reduction on 4-uniform hypergraphs is unclear. Nevertheless, this
results suggests that any approximation factor we can obtain for 4- and 5-uniform
cardinality-based Hyper-st-Cut will get increasingly worse as w2 → 0.
6. Generalized Hypergraph Multiway Cuts. Until now we have only con-
sidered hypergraph cut problems with exactly two terminal nodes that must be sep-
arated. We now turn to the multiterminal setting, where we are given a hypergraph
H = (V,E) with a set of k > 2 terminals {t1, t2, . . . , tk} ⊂ V . The goal of is to
form k clusters, with a terminal node in each cluster, in a way that minimizes the
sum of hyperedge splitting penalties. This problem is NP-hard even in the graph
case [26], where there is no ambiguity in the definition of an edge cut, though it per-
mits several approximation algorithms [18, 58]. There are also several generalizations
of the standard graph multiway cut objective, including directed graph [38, 97] and
node-weighted variants [38, 39]. The problem has also been studied in the hypergraph
setting, under different hypergraph generalizations of the all-or-nothing splitting pen-
alty [23, 31, 75, 97]. Here we consider the goal of separating terminal nodes in order
to minimize a generalized hypergraph cut function.
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We begin by defining a multiway generalization of hyperedge splitting functions,
which can assign penalties to hyperedge partitions involving more than two clusters.
As we did in the two-terminal setting, we consider special subclasses of splitting
functions that are motivated by previous work and are a natural fit for clustering
applications. We prove that for a class of move-based functions, which generalize the
cardinality-based functions we considered for the two-terminal problem, the hyper-
graph multiway cut problem can be reduced to an instance of node-weighted multiway
cut [38] (for which there are approximation algorithms) over a wide range of penalty
parameters. However, we also identify a parameter regime for which move-based
hypergraph multiway cut is NP-hard to approximate.
6.1. Hypergraph Multiway Splitting Functions. Consider a hypergraph
H = (V,E). For each e ∈ E, let Pe denote the set of partitions (i.e., clusterings)
of e. We denote the clusters of a partition P ∈ Pe by (e1, e2, . . . ek), some of which
may be empty, where ei ⊂ e for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. We will use |P | to denote the
number of nonempty clusters in P . The fact that P is a partition means ei ∩ ej = ∅
for all i 6= j, and ∪ki=1ei = e. Let Sk denote the set of permutations on the set
[k] = {1, 2, . . . , k}. For a partition P = (e1, e2, . . . , ek), and for any pi ∈ Sk, let
Ppi = (epi(1), epi(2), . . . , epi(k)). We can generalize the definition of a hyperedge splitting
function to the multiway cut setting as follows:
Definition 6.1. A k-way splitting function on e ∈ E is any function ze : Pe →
R, which for all P = (e1, e2, . . . , ek) ∈ Pe satisfies:
(Non-negativity) ze(P ) ≥ 0(6.1)
(Permutation Invariance) ze(P ) = ze(Ppi) for any pi ∈ Sk(6.2)
(Non-split ignoring) ze(P ) = 0 if |P | = 1.(6.3)
Importantly, if we restrict to k = 2 clusters, we recover our earlier definition of
splitting functions for Hyper-st-Cut problems (3.1). In general, we will use the
term multiway splitting function when we do not wish to specify a value for k. We
also define another term that is useful for characterizing different types of multiway
splitting functions.
Definition 6.2. The signature of a partition P ∈ Pe is an ordered tuple of cluster
sizes, ordered in decreasing size. More formally, the signature of P is
(6.4) signature(P ) = (|e1|, |e2|, . . . , |er|)
where |ei| ≥ |ei+1| for i = 1, 2, . . . , r − 1.
For example, the only possible signatures for 3-node hyperedge splits are (3, 0, 0),
(2, 1, 0), and (1, 1, 1). For 4-node hyperedges, the possible signatures are (4, 0, 0, 0),
(3, 1, 1, 0), (2, 2, 0, 0), (2, 1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1, 1).
Definition 6.3. A multiway splitting function ze is signature-based if
(6.5) ze(P1) = ze(P2) for all P1, P2 ∈ Pe with signature(P1) = signature(P2).
We further introduce two natural subclasses of signature-based multiway splitting
functions of special interest.
Definition 6.4. Cluster-based multiway splitting functions depend only on |P |,
the number of non-empty clusters of a partition P .
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Table 3
Examples of hyperedge cut penalties that fit within our multiway splitting function framework
(Rainbow split is a special case of rainbow labeling in hypergraphs [71] when interpreting labels as
cluster assignments). For discount cut, imax = argmaxi |ei|, and α is a parameter between 0 and 1.
All-or-nothing ze(P ) =
{
0 if |P | = 1
1 otherwise
[14, 45, 54, 67]
Sum of External Degrees ze(P ) =
{
0 if |P | = 1
|P | otherwise [6, 23, 60]
K − 1 Penalty ze(P ) = |P | − 1 [96]
Discount Cut ze(P ) =
∑k
i=1,i6=imax |ei|α, [96]
Rainbow Split ze(P ) =
{
1 if |e| = |P |
0 otherwise.
[71]
Definition 6.5. Move-based multiway splitting functions depend only on the
number of nodes from a hyperedge that are not in the largest cluster. Formally, for a
partition P = (e1, e2, . . . , ek) with imax = argmaxi |ei|, move-based functions depend
only on
∑
i=1,i6=imax |ei|.
Intuitively, move-based splitting functions count the minimum number of individual
node-moves that are needed for all the nodes in e to be in the same cluster.
All of these definitions remain valid if we restrict to only k = 2. Although move-
based splitting functions are a special case of signature-based splitting functions, both
are exactly equivalent to cardinality-based splitting functions if we reduce to two
terminal nodes. Cluster-based splitting functions, on the other hand, simply reduce
to the all-or-nothing splitting penalty if we restrict to two terminal nodes.
Examples. Table 3 outlines a number of non-standard multiway cut penalties
that have been considered in previous work all of which fit within the framework we
have defined here. All of these are signature-based. All-or-nothing, sum of external
degrees, K − 1 penalty, and rainbow split are all cluster-based. All-or-nothing and
rainbow split are also move-based. The discount cut is move-based when α = 1, and
is neither move-based nor cluster-based otherwise.
Splitting function parameters. It is worthwhile to consider the maximum
possible number of parameters needed to completely characterize each different type
of splitting function. Let k represent the number of terminals in a multiway cut
problem and r be the number of nodes in a hyperedge. Assume that k ≥ r. The
number of parameters needed to characterize a general multiway splitting function
on r nodes equals the rth Bell number [11] — the number of ways to partition r
objects into nonempty clusters. Bell numbers grow extremely quickly; for example,
52 parameters are needed to characterize a general multiway splitting function when
r = 5, and 203 parameters are needed when r = 6. Meanwhile, a signature-based
multiway splitting function on an r-node hyperedge is associated with up to pr distinct
weights, where pr is the number of ways to write the integer r as a sum of positive
integers. Although signature-based functions are significantly more restrictive than
general multiway splitting functions, pr still grows exponentially in the square root of
r [8]. Eight-node hyperedges require 22 parameters in the worst case, and nine-node
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Table 4
Penalty parameters for signature-based splitting functions.
Signature Signature-based Cluster-based Move-based
3 nodes (1, 1, 1) g1,1,1 h3 m2
(2, 1, 0) g2,1 h2 m1
4 nodes (1, 1, 1, 1) g1,1,1,1 h4 m3
(2, 1, 1, 0) g2,1,1 h3 m2
(2, 2, 0, 0) g2,2 h2 m2
(3, 1, 0, 0) g3,1 h2 m1
hyperedges require 30. In contrast, move-based and cluster-based multiway splitting
functions are significantly more general than the all-or-nothing function, but each
can be characterized by r − 1 penalty parameters. However, although these are both
characterized by the same number of penalties, these penalties are not always applied
in the same way to different splits of a hyperedge. For signature-based splitting
functions, let gs denote the penalty associated with a partition with signature s. For
cluster-based, let ht be the penalty a partition P with t nonempty clusters. For move-
based, let mi denote the penalty for placing i nodes outside of the largest cluster.
Table 4 shows the correspondence between these penalties and different signatures
on 3- and 4-node hyperedges. For 3-node hyperedges, there is no difference between
different types of signature-based splitting functions. Each has a different penalty
parameter associated with each signature. However, for 4-node hyperedges, signature-
based functions are more general than move-base and cluster-based functions, and
these latter two penalize different signatures differently.
6.2. The Generalized Hypergraph Multiway Cut Problem. Let H =
(V,E) be a hypergraph with a multiway splitting function ze for each e ∈ E, and
let {t1, t2, . . . , tk} ⊂ V be designated terminal nodes, with k > 2. Let PV denote the
set of partitions of V , and for a partition P ∈ PV , let Vi denote the ith cluster of P .
For any P = {V1, V2, . . . , Vk} ∈ PV , define the restriction of P to a hyperedge e to be:
(6.6) P
∣∣
e
= (V1 ∩ e, V2 ∩ e, . . . , Vk ∩ e) ∈ Pe .
Definition 6.6. Generalized hypergraph multiway cut ( Gen-HyperMC) is the
following optimization problem:
(6.7)
minimizeP={V1,V2,...,Vk}∈PV
∑
e∈E ze
(
P
∣∣
e
)
subject to ti ∈ Vi .
Two existing hypergraph generalizations of the graph multiway cut problem are cap-
tured as special cases of Gen-HyperMC. Standard hypergraph multiway cut (stan-
dard HyperMC) is the problem of removing a minimum weight set of hyperedges to
separate k terminal nodes in a hypergraph [23, 75]. This is a special case of Gen-
HyperMC where the all-or-nothing multiway splitting penalty is used. The hyper-
graph multiway partition problem (HyperMP) differs in that the cost at a cut hyper-
edge is proportional to the number of clusters spanned by the hyperedge [23, 31]. This
can be viewed as an instance of Gen-HyperMC when the sum of external degrees
splitting function is used for all hyperedges. HyperMC is approximation equivalent
to the node-weighted multiway cut in graphs [75], for which a (2− 2k )-approximation
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is known [38, 39]. For HyperMP, the best known approximation factor is 43 [31].
Both HyperMC and HyperMP are special cases of the submodular multiway par-
tition objective (Sub-MP) [97]. HyperMP is specifically an instance of symmetric
Sub-MP, which has a known ( 32 − 1k )-approximation [23].
When we wish to solve Gen-HyperMC with the same type of splitting function
applied to all hyperedges, we will refer to the problem as HyperMC, preceded by
the type of splitting function. For example, we will refer to the “Gen-HyperMC
problem with move-based splitting functions on all hyperedges” simply as move-based
HyperMC. The standard hypergraph multiway cut problem can also be referred to
as all-or-nothing HyperMC.
6.3. Graph Reducibility of Move-Based Multiway Cuts. Just as we fo-
cused on cardinality-based Hyper-st-Cut in the two-cluster setting, we focus on
move-based HyperMC for multi-cluster problems. Although we require several new
techniques to address the multiway problem, our high-level approach and results for
HyperMC closely mirror our Hyper-st-Cut results. For two-way cuts, we general-
ized Lawler’s technique for reducing all-or-nothing Hyper-st-Cut to directed graph
s-t cut, by defining a notion of hypergraph s-t gadgets. These gadgets made it possi-
ble to model all submodular cardinality-based splitting functions. For the multiway
case, all-or-nothing HyperMC can be reduced to Node-Weighted-MC by applying
a type of star expansion to hyperedges [75]. Inspired by this technique, we define a
Node-Weighted-MC-gadget that can model a wide range of move-based multiway
splitting functions. We show that all move-based functions satisfying a certain sub-
modularity property can be reduced to Node-Weighted-MC using a combination
of these gadgets.
Node-Weighted-MC Gadgets. First, we define Node-Weighted-MC.
Definition 6.7. Let G = (V,E) be an undirected, node-weighted graph where
ω(v) ≥ 0 is the weight of v ∈ V . If {t1, t2, . . . , tk} is a set of terminal nodes in V ,
the Node-Weighted-MC problem seeks a minimum weight set of nodes to remove
in order to separate all terminal nodes from each other.
Given an instance of Node-Weighted-MC, we will use G\R to denote the graph
obtained by removing a set of nodes R, and let ω(R) =
∑
v∈R ω(v). We can convert a
hypergraph H = (V,E) into an instance of Node-Weighted-MC by replacing each
hyperedge with a Node-Weighted-MC-gadget (NMC-gadget).
Definition 6.8. An NMC-gadget for a hyperedge e ∈ E is a node-weighted, undi-
rected graph G′ = (V ′, E′), where V ′ = e ∪ Vˆ for a set of auxiliary nodes Vˆ , and
ω : V → {R+ ∪ ∞} is a node-weighting function satisfying ω(v) = ∞ for all v ∈ e.
The gadget comes with an NMC-gadget splitting function zˆe(P ) : Pe → R+ defined by
(6.8)
zˆe(P ) = minimumR⊆Vˆ ω(R)
subject to {ei, ej} are disconnected in G′\R for all i 6= j,
where {e1, e2, . . . , ek} are the clusters of P .
We will say that a multiway splitting function ze can be modeled by an NMC-gadget if
that gadget has a splitting function zˆe = ze. An instance of Gen-HyperMC defined
on a hypergraph H = (V,E) is NMC-reducible if for each e ∈ E, ze can be modeled
by an NMC-gadget.
NMC-reduction for all-or-nothing HyperMC. Okumoto et al. showed that
all-or-nothing HyperMC can be reduced in an approximation-preserving way to
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Node-Weighted-MC [75]. The details of this reduction can be easily described
using the terminology and framework we have developed here. For the reduction,
each hyperedge e ∈ E is replaced with an NMC-gadget involving a single auxiliary
vertex Vˆ = {ve}, which is connected to each v ∈ e via an undirected edge. The node-
weight of ve is assigned to be the weight of the hyperedge (and by our definition,
ω(v) =∞ for v ∈ e). In the resulting instance of Node-Weighted-MC, deleting an
auxiliary vertex ve corresponds to removing an edge e from the original hypergraph.
The cost of removing a minimum weight set of auxiliary nodes in the node-weighted
graph to separate terminal nodes is exactly equivalent to removing a minimum weight
set of hyperedges in the hypergraph to separate terminal nodes.
NMC-reduction for move-based HyperMC. In general, there is no existing
notion of a multiway submodular function. Despite this, we can identify a simple
property that can be satisfied by move-based multiway splitting functions, and that
is related to the definition of submodularity for cardinality-based two-way splitting
functions. Let e ∈ E be a hyperedge with a move-based splitting function ze. Since
ze depends only on the size of the largest cluster of a partition, we can associate ze
with a simplified function me : 2
e\e→ R+ defined by
(6.9) me(S) = ze(PS) ,
where PS is any partition of e whose largest cluster size is |e\S|. In other words,
S is a minimal size set of nodes that must be moved in order to avoid splitting the
hyperedge. Note that me is asymmetric in the sense that me(S) can be different from
me(e\S) for two nonempty subsets S and e\S, unless |S| = |e\S|.
A natural extension of our results in Section 4 is to explore what it means for
me to be submodular. In particular, does submodularity have any bearing on the
complexity of move-based HyperMC? One difficulty in answering this question is
that me is not defined on S = e, since it is impossible to cluster all nodes in e away
from the largest cluster of e. We can overcome this issue by selecting a value m ≥ 0
and extending the definition of me so that me(e) = m. We can then check what it
means for me to be submodular, even if a move-based splitting function will never
in fact assign a penalty of m. In principle, we can set m to be any nonnegative
value, though different choices of m will lead to different definitions of submodularity
for move-based splitting functions. We identify one setting of this parameter that is
unintuitive at first glance, yet comes with a several desirable properties.
Lemma 6.9. Let e = {v1, v2, . . . , vr} be an r-node hyperedge associated with a
move-based splitting function defined by
(6.10) me(S) =
{
mi if S ⊂ e and |S| = i < r
mr if S = e.
If mr = mr−2 and me is submodular, then it satisfies the following inequalities:
2m1 ≥ m2(6.11)
2mj ≥ mj−1 +mj+1 for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , r − 3}(6.12)
mj+1 ≥ mj for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , r − 2} .(6.13)
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.7, we must simply identify certain sets A,B ⊆
2e, and check the definition of submodularity:
(6.14) me(A) + me(B) ≥me(A ∩B) + me(A ∪B).
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Inequality (6.11) follows by setting A = {v1}, and B = {v2}, while inequality (6.12)
follows when A = {v1, v2, . . . , vj} and B = {v2, v3, . . . , vj+1}. To prove inequal-
ity (6.12), let A = {v1, v2, . . . , vr−1} and B = {v2, v3, . . . , vr}. Submodularity im-
plies that 2mr−1 ≥ mr−2 + mr, which reduces to mr−1 ≥ mr−2 when we sub-
stitute mr = mr−2. Furthermore, this implies the full set of inequalities mj+1 ≥
mj for j ≤ r − 2. This can be seen by essentially reversing arguments used in
Lemma 4.5. Let m = [m1 m2 · · · mr−1]T represent a set of penalties satisfying in-
equalities (6.11), (6.12), and mr−1 ≥ mr−2. We encode these inequalities into a
matrix equation to show that there exists a vector c = [c1 c2 · · · cr−1]T satisfying
(6.15)

2 −1 · · · 0 0
−1 2 · · · 0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0 · · · 2 −1
0 0 · · · −1 1


m1
m2
...
mr−2
mr−1
 =

c1
c2
...
cq−1
cq
 ≥

0
0
...
0
0
 .
The tridiagonal matrix above is the same one we encountered in Lemma 4.5. By taking
the inverse of this matrix, we can conclude that the vector m is given by Ac = m,
where just as in Lemma 4.5, A is a matrix whose ij entry is Aij = min{i, j}. By
the structure of A and the nonnegativity of c, we see that the entries in m are
non-decreasing, and thus inequality (6.13) is satisfied.
Although setting mr = mr−2 was at first unintuitive, this produced a natural con-
nection between submodularity for cardinality-based splitting functions and submod-
ularity for move-based multiway splitting functions. Furthermore, constraint (6.13)
encodes a type of monotonocity that is natural for move-based splitting functions.
Namely, clustering a larger number of nodes away from the largest cluster in e should
be associated with a higher splitting penalty. The following theorem provides further
motivation for setting mr = mr−2, as it shows that under this definition of submod-
ularity, move-based HyperMC is NMC-reducible.
Theorem 6.10. If a move-based splitting function is defined by (6.10) with mr =
mr−2 and me submodular, then it can be modeled by an NMC-gadget.
Proof. To prove the result, we define the NMC-basis-gadget (Figure 14), a simple
gadget parameterized by a positive integer b. Just as we combined CB-gadgets to
model all submodular cardinality-based two-way splitting functions, we will show
how to combine NMC-basis-gadgets to model submodular move-based functions.
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<latexit sha1_base64="RGMCjwg fjrjw2IhbWjHntoD3Wdg=">AAACBHicbZDLSgMxFIbPeK31Nuqym2ARX EiZqYIui25cVrAXaIchk2ba0ExmSDKFMnThxldx40IRtz6EO9/GtJ1Fb T0h8PH/55CcP0g4U9pxfqy19Y3Nre3CTnF3b//g0D46bqo4lYQ2SMxj2 Q6wopwJ2tBMc9pOJMVRwGkrGN5N/daISsVi8ajHCfUi3BcsZARrI/l2C fsj1L2YH7SIPvXtslNxZoVWwc2hDHnVffu724tJGlGhCcdKdVwn0V6Gp WaE00mxmyqaYDLEfdoxKHBElZfNlpigM6P0UBhLc4VGM3VxIsORUuMoM J0R1gO17E3F/7xOqsMbL2MiSTUVZP5QmHKkYzRNBPWYpETzsQFMJDN/R WSAJSba5FY0IbjLK69Cs1pxLyvVh6ty7TaPowAlOIVzcOEaanAPdWgAg Sd4gTd4t56tV+vD+py3rln5zAn8KevrF2kElWM=</latexit>av v ve
<latexit  sha1_base64=" RGMCjwgfjrjw2I hbWjHntoD3Wdg= ">AAACBHicbZDL SgMxFIbPeK31Nu qym2ARXEiZqYIu i25cVrAXaIchk2 ba0ExmSDKFMnTh xldx40IRtz6EO9 /GtJ1FbT0h8PH/ 55CcP0g4U9pxfq y19Y3Nre3CTnF3 b//g0D46bqo4lY Q2SMxj2Q6wopwJ 2tBMc9pOJMVRwG krGN5N/daISsVi 8ajHCfUi3BcsZA RrI/l2Cfsj1L2Y H7SIPvXtslNxZo VWwc2hDHnVffu7 24tJGlGhCcdKdV wn0V6GpWaE00mx myqaYDLEfdoxKH BElZfNlpigM6P0 UBhLc4VGM3VxIs ORUuMoMJ0R1gO1 7E3F/7xOqsMbL2 MiSTUVZP5QmHKk YzRNBPWYpETzsQ FMJDN/RWSAJSba 5FY0IbjLK69Cs1 pxLyvVh6ty7TaP owAlOIVzcOEaan APdWgAgSd4gTd4 t56tV+vD+py3rl n5zAn8KevrF2kE lWM=</latexit>
• For each v ∈ e, introduce an auxiliary
node av and an edge (v, av). Set the
node-weight of av to be 1, and the node
weight of v to be ∞.
• Introduce one more auxiliary node ve,
and attach ve to av with an edge for
all v ∈ e. Set the node-weight of ve to
be b ∈ N.
Fig. 14.
Given such a gadget and a set of nodes S ⊂ e, there are only two ways to delete
auxiliary vertices in order to partition V ′ in such a way that the cluster with the most
nodes from e contains all of e\S. The first option is to delete node ve, which has a
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penalty of b and separates all nodes in e from each other. The second option is to
delete av for each v ∈ S, which has a total penalty of |S|. Since no other options are
possible, the splitting function for the NMC-basis-gadget is
(6.16) mˆb(S) = min{|S|, b} .
To model an r-node hyperedge, we introduce a total of r− 1 NMC-basis-gadgets,
one for each value of b ∈ {1, 2, . . . r − 1}. Let ci ≥ 0 be a weight we use to scale the
NMC-basis-gadget with parameter b = i. Combining these leads to a larger NMC-
gadget with (r2 − 1) auxiliary nodes. Let mˆi denote the penalty that the splitting
function of the combined gadget assigns to a partition of e with i nodes outside
the largest cluster. The splitting function penalties for the combined gadget can be
described by a linear system that is nearly identical to the system we used to model
cardinality-based two-way splitting functions in Section 4.4:
(6.17)

1 1 1 · · · 1
1 2 2 · · · 2
1 2 3 · · · 3
...
...
...
. . .
...
1 2 3 · · · r − 1


c1
c2
c3
...
cr−1
 =

mˆ1
mˆ2
mˆ3
...
mˆr−1
 .
By inverting (6.17) and enforcing ci ≥ 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , r − 1, we find that this
approach will enable us to model any move-based splitting function satisfying prop-
erties (6.11), (6.12), and (6.13).
We leave it as an open question to explore whether NMC-reducibility can be shown
for other choices of mr 6= mr−2. For example, if we set mr = 0, then submod-
ularity for me is equivalent to submodularity for an asymmetric cardinality-based
splitting function (see Lemma 4.7). The submodular region for mr = 0 in fact con-
tains the submodular region for mr = mr−2, defined by inequalities (6.11), (6.12),
and (6.13). However, it is unclear whether all submodular functions under the choice
mr = 0 can be modeled by NMC-gadgets. Furthermore, with this approach we lose
the monotonocity constraint (6.13). This constraint is very natural for move-based
splitting functions, and we do not know how to model any move-based functions whose
splitting penalties decrease when we separate more nodes from the largest cluster of
e. Another related question is whether any of these definitions of submodularity is
necessary for NMC-reduction. Although we were able to show that all hypergraph
s-t cut gadgets have submodular splitting functions (Corollary 4.3), there is no clear
analogous result for NMC-gadgets, even in the case of move-based functions.
6.4. Hardness of Approximation for Rainbow Splits. As is the case for
cardinality-based Hyper-st-Cut, there are special cases of move-based HyperMC
that are inherently harder to solve or approximate than problems in the submodular
region. In this section we prove that this is true even in the case of 3-uniform hyper-
graphs. In particular, we prove a hardness result for the problem under the rainbow
split splitting function (see Table 3), which assigns a penalty of 1 if every node in a
hyperedge is assigned to a different cluster, but otherwise assigns no penalty.
Definition 6.11. Rainbow-HyperMC is the special case of Gen-HyperMC
where the rainbow split splitting function is applied to all hyperedges.
Rainbow-HyperMC and the hardness result we will show is closely related to
the Hypergraph Rainbow-Avoiding Labeling problem [71]. An instance of the
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labeling problem is given by a hypergraph and a list of allowable color labels for each
node. The goal is to assign colors to nodes in a way that minimizes the number of
rainbow-labeled hyperedges, i.e., hyperedges whose nodes are all assigned a different
color. Mirzakhani and Vondra´k showed that for 3-uniform hypergraphs, it is NP-hard
to detect whether there is a color assignment with no rainbow-labeled hyperedges [71].
Rainbow-HyperMC is a restriction of this problem, in which terminal nodes have
only one allowed color, and all other nodes can be assigned to any color. Since
Hypergraph Rainbow-Avoiding Labeling is more general than our problem, the
existing hardness result does not directly apply. However, the proof technique can
be directly adapted to show the same hardness result for Rainbow-HyperMC. For
completeness we include a full detailed proof.
Theorem 6.12. Rainbow-HyperMC (on 3-uniform hypergraphs) is NP-hard to
approximate to within any multiplicative factor.
Proof. Similar to our hardness result for 5-uniform cardinality-based Hyper-st-
Cut, we begin with an instance of Mon-NAE-3SAT: we are given a set of literals
{x1, x2, . . . , xn} (but not their negations), and clauses in conjunctive normal form
(e.g., (xi∨xj ∨xk)). The goal is to assign literals to true and false so that each clause
contains at least one true and at least one false variable.
For the reduction we will introduce three terminal nodes, a set of hyperedges
and nodes associated with each literal xi, and hyperedges that encode dependen-
cies among literals due to clauses in the Mon-NAE-3SAT instance. To highlight a
relationship with the hypergraph labeling problem [71] (as well as a connection to
Sperner’s Lemma), we associate terminal nodes and their respective clusters with a
color in {red,blue, green}. The goal is to assign all other nodes to a color (cluster),
though unlike the Hypergraph Rainbow-Avoiding Labeling problem, there are
no prior restrictions on cluster assignment for non-terminal nodes.
The Sperner Gadget. Let tr, tb, and tg be the red, blue, and green terminal
nodes in our instance of Rainbow-HyperMC. For each literal xi, we introduce three
new nodes {i1, i2, i3}, and six hyperedges: (i1, tg, tr), (i1, tr, i2), (i2, tr, tb), (i2, tb, i3),
(i3, tb, tg), (i3, tg, i1). We refer to this as the xi-Sperner-Gadget. Figure 15 provides
a visualization of this gadget, which highlights its relationship to Sperner’s Lemma.
Fig. 15. The xi-Sperner-gadget.
i3
i2i1
tr
tg tb
For each literal xi we define a gadget with
• three new nodes: {i1, i2, i3}
• six new hyperedges: (i1, tg, tr), (i1, tr, i2),
(i2, tr, tb), (i2, tb, i3), (i3, tb, tg), (i3, tg, i1).
Zero-penalty node colorings correspond to true-false as-
signments for the xi literal:
• xi = true ←→ (i1, i2, i3) = (red,blue, green)
• xi = false ←→ (i1, i2, i3) = (green, red,blue).
The nodes making up the gadget define a triangulation of the simplex. All of
the cells in the triangulation correspond to hyperedges in the instance of Rainbow-
HyperMC we construct, except the cell delimited by nodes {i1, i2, i3}. By Sperner’s
Lemma (or by simply checking nine possible options), one of the cells in the trian-
gulation must be rainbow-colored. Therefore, in order to avoid a non-zero splitting
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penalty, {i1, i2, i3} must be that rainbow-colored cell. There are exactly two ways to
do this, and we associate each way with a true-false assignment for the literal xi:
1. Assign i1 ← red, i2 ← blue, and i3 ← green. Call this the true color assign-
ment for the xi-gadget.
2. Assign i1 ← green, i2 ← red, and i3 ← blue. Call this the false color
assignment for the xi-gadget.
Our Sperner gadget construction is the main distinction between our proof and the
hardness result of Mirzakhani and Vondra´k [71] for hypergraph labeling. These au-
thors construct a similar gadget related to Sperner triangles but place hard restrictions
on which colors can be assigned to each of i1, i2, and i3. Our gadget uses more hyper-
edges but models the Mon-NAE-3SAT problem in essentially the same way, without
placing hard restrictions on to which clusters each non-terminal node can belong.
Encoding Clauses as Hyperedges. Next, we encode dependencies among literals:
for each clause (xi ∨ xj ∨ xk), we also add the hyperedge (i1, j2, k3). Consider how
different true or false color assignments for the Sperner-gadgets for xi, xj , and xk will
affect the colors of nodes in hyperedge (i1, j2, k3). We list the color of each node for
the respective true or false color assignment of the Sperner-gadget it belongs to:
node true assignment false assignment
i1 red green
j2 blue red
k3 green blue
Noting these possibilities, we can list all possible triplets of true-false (T or F)
assignments for the xi, xj , and xk Sperner gadgets, along with the resulting colors of
nodes in the hyperedge (i1, j2, k3) (R = red, B = blue, G = green):
(xi, xj , xk) TTT FTT TFT FFT TTF FTF TFF FFF
(i1, j2, k3) RBG GBG RRG GRG RBB GBB RRG GRB .
Problem Equivalence. Observe from the above table that, conditioned on there
being no rainbow-colored hyperedges in the Sperner gadgets for literals {xi, xj , xk},
the hyperedge (i1, j2, k3) will be rainbow-colored if and only if all three of these
Sperner gadgets have the same true-false color assignment. This exactly models
the goal of not-all-equal 3SAT: there is a mistake only when the three literals of
a clause are all true or all false. We conclude that there is a solution the Mon-
NAE-3SAT instance if and only if there is a zero-penalty solution for the instance
of Rainbow-HyperMC we have constructed. Since the former problem is NP-hard,
it is also NP-hard to detect zero-penalty solutions for Rainbow-HyperMC, and
therefore the optimization version of our problem is hard to approximate to within
any multiplicative factor.
To conclude, there are instances of Gen-HyperMC that can be approximated
via reduction to Node-Weighted-MC, as well as other instances that are NP-hard
even to approximate. As was the case for our results on Gen-Hyper-st-Cut, our
results on HyperMC lead to several open questions, especially regarding the com-
putational complexity and approximability of the problem under different types of
splitting functions. For example, are there other instances of move-based HyperMC
that are inapproximable? More generally, is it possible to obtain new approximation
guarantees for other splitting functions (e.g., cluster-based function) by reducing Hy-
perMC to other other variants of graph multiway cut (e.g., directed multiway cut)?
We include a more formal list of open questions such as these in the next section.
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7. Discussion and Open Questions. The first hypergraph generalization of
the minimum s-t cut problem was introduced nearly fifty years ago by Lawler [67],
who gave a polynomial time solution based on a reduction to a graph s-t cut problem.
Since this initial work, however, there has been hardly any consideration of how the
complexity or applicability of the problem changes under more general notions of
splitting penalties at hyperedges. Moreover, the existing literature on cut definitions
for other hypergraph cut problems is both fragmented and sparse. In our work, we
have shown that considering broader notions of hypergraph cuts leads to a wealth of
new algorithms, complexity results, data modeling techniques, and open questions. In
particular, we motivated the cardinality-based splitting function, which is a natural
penalty function to use in hypergraph cut applications, and is implicitly related to a
number of hypergraph cut problems proposed previously. Our techniques provide a
unified framework for reducing hypergraphs to graphs when solving minimum s-t cut
problems, and we are the first to identify parameter regimes of the hypergraph s-t cut
problem that are NP-hard to optimize. Many of these results can also be extended to
the hypergraph multiway cut objective; we have identified parameter regimes for the
multiway case which come with approximation guarantees, and an example for which
obtaining approximations is intractable. All of these contributions are accompanied
by specific and well-defined open questions for future work. We end with a summary
of open questions for Gen-Hyper-st-Cut and Gen-HyperMC.
Open Questions on Gen-Hyper-st-Cut. Sections 4 and 5 lead to several open
questions related to the tractability of the Gen-Hyper-st-Cut problem for different
types of splitting functions.
1. (Conjecture 4.9) Is it possible to model every submodular splitting function
using some hypergraph s-t cut gadget? We demonstrated in Section 2.3 that a
large number of submodular splitting functions on 4-node hyperedges can be
modeled using a gadget involving several different edge parameters, though we
do not know of a strategy that will enable us to model all 4-node submodular
splitting functions, let alone general k-node submodular splitting functions.
2. (Definition 5.8, Section 5.3) Is NES-HyperCut (4-uniform cardinality-based
Hyper-st-Cut with w1 = 1, w2 → ∞) solvable in polynomial time, or is
it NP-hard? The related Degenerate-HyperCut problem admits a trivial
solution, but the complexity of NES-HyperCut is still unknown.
3. (Figure 13, Section 5.3) More generally, what is the computational complexity
for cardinality-based Hyper-st-Cut in regions of the tractability diagrams
that are neither in the submodular regime nor the identified NP-hard regime?
4. What other special subclasses of submodular functions can be modeled by
hyperedge s-t cut gadgets? Most importantly, which subclasses do not ever
require introducing an exponential number of auxiliary nodes?
5. Are there classes of non-submodular splitting functions (other than the triv-
ial Degenerate-HyperCut problem) for which the Gen-Hyper-st-Cut
problem is polynomial-time solvable even though it is not graph reducible?
Open Questions on Gen-HyperMC. Gen-HyperMC is more challenging
than Gen-Hyper-st-Cut, since the problem is NP-hard even for the graph version.
Our positive results showed how a large class of move-based HyperMC problems can
be reduced to Node-Weighted-MC (and thus are approximable), but we also found
an instance of the problem that is NP-hard to approximate. We consider five specific
open questions around which to extend our current results.
6. Theorem 6.10 shows that when mr = mr−2 (see Lemma 6.9), submodular
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move-based splitting functions are NMC-modelable. Are NMC-reducibility
results possible for submodular regions corresponding to other choices of mr?
7. Related to the above, is there any notion of submodularity (i.e., any choice
of mr) for which we can prove that submodularity is necessary for modeling
move-based splitting functions with NMC-gadgets?
8. What is the computational complexity for move-based 3-uniform HyperMC
with penalty weights m1 = 1 and m2 = 0? The submodular region for 3-
uniform move-based HyperMC is directly related to the submodular region
for 5-uniform cardinality-based Hyper-st-Cut, under the relation m1 ↔ w1
and m2 ↔ w2. We proved that the latter problem is hard to approximate
when w1 = 1 and w2 = 0 (Theorem 5.9), but complexity of the analogous
parameter regime for move-based HyperMC is unknown.
9. Cluster-based HyperMC with penalties hi = i for each i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , k}
(where k is the number of nodes in a hyperedge) is equivalent to the hyper-
graph multiway partition problem, which can be approximated to within a
factor 43 [31]. Are there other regimes of cluster-based HyperMC for which
we can obtain approximation guarantees?
10. We considered only reductions from Gen-HyperMC to Node-Weighted-
MC, but there are other generalizations of graph multiway cut with approx-
imation guarantees [23, 39]. Is is possible to define a notion of a directed
multiway cut gadget, and obtain approximation guarantees for variants of
Gen-HyperMC via reduction to directed multiway cut? Similarly, can we
obtain approximations for different multiway splitting functions via reduction
to an instance of submodular multiway partition?
While all of our work is directly related to the hypergraph minimum s-t cut prob-
lem, our results draw from a wide variety of techniques in combinatorial optimization,
graph theory, machine learning, theoretical computer science, and many other disci-
plines. We hope that these results, along with these clear directions for future work,
will continue to stimulate progress on new theoretical results and applications for
general hypergraph cut problems at the intersection of these disciplines.
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